Not a dual band handie,
more a VHF/UHF Data
Communicator. The
TH-D7E is the only handie
with a built-in 1200/9k6
packet TNC. Include a Dot
Matrix display, 200 memories Iwith Alphatag), CTCSS encode/decode, computer port
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GPS port and you can see why the TH-D7E
has the competition licked.

RRP £319.95
ZERO DEPOSIT & 12 x £26.66
ZERO APR Interest Free
The TS-870S carries on
where the TS-850S
finished. Superb design
offering Digital Signal
For those of you that may

Processing technology,
the Flagship HF Base station from Kenwood was unique in design when it was first

have thought our friends at

introduced and still is today. For SSB and CW operators the TS-870S offers features

Kenwood have been

unmatched by its competition. Call the sales desk for a full specification sheet or see our
web site

years, innovative products

RRP £1999 ML&S £1495 or ZERO DEPOSIT & 59 x £40 p/m

of their dedication to

Issue 120
Deadline for
next issue:
20th August

irestingi over the last few
like the VCH-1 are testimony
introduce unique designs
into amateur radio.
The VCH-1 is a small handheld device that
enables the user to send and receive slow
scan pictures over HF or VHF/UHF when

Still using that tired TS-440S7
Whilst the new TS-570DGE is

coupled to a suitable transceiver. Plug in the
ivisual communicator) to the THD-7E for

the same size, that is where the
similarity ends. The best display in the
business, DSP operation that frankly embarrasses
most of the competition and a tuner that tunes in fraction of
seconds are just some of the TS-570 highlights. Then see how well the 50Hz
bandwidth on CW works together with the CW auto tune. Wonderful. If you want the best
performance H.F. only mid range available then look no further. Call the sales desk for a full
specification sheet or see our web site.

RRP £999 ML&S £895 or ZERO DEPOSIT & 55 x £25 p/m with a
free matching SP-23 desk speaker

example, and send your contact a picture of
your birdcage, kitchen table or even your
latest hair do. Sounds funny but the uses for
being able to instantly send pictures as easy
as a THD-7E + VCH-1 set-up is endless. Just
ask all the commercial users.

RRP £399.95 ML&S £299.95 or
ZERO DEPOSIT & 14 x £25 p/m
including carriage.

KENWOOD

Dzd
01000 13 13 13

OR 0111.5001120 10.411
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MARTIN LYNCH & SONS
140.142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 958

■FAX: 0181 - 555 1207
■ CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566
■WEB SITE: MlandS.co.uk
■E-MAIL: sales@MlandS.comk
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JOURNAL OF THE CDXC
(Chiltern DX Club)
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after 30 SUCCESSFUL YEARS

we're not just box shifters!
PRICES',

BEST Aoi#061 •THE BEST
r
• WE Ogg,' • THE
• OUR OWN SERVICE DEPART'S/1E1W
oultavl
FASTEST
riff
•

For all its class-leading
features, there's something

looking for an HF Radio at the

missing.

RIGHT PRICE!

Interference.

we've got the lot - IN STOCK!
YAESU VL-1000

Ycesu FT-847 111.

FT 1000MP (ACI The choice of the WORLDS DXers
£1499
HF Transceiver + 6M - includes AM/FM..
FT 920
HF + VHF/UHF Transceiver + FREE PSUI
FT 847
HF
+
50MHz
500W
Amp
lkW
QUADRA
Dual Band Mobile
FT 8100
NEW Multiband Mobile HF - 70cm
FT 100
Dual Band Handheld + Wideband RX
VX - 1R
NEW Triband 6M, 2M, 70cms + Wideband RX
VX•SR
.
.. Includes FREE FM unit
FRG•100

£2199
..£1199

£1499
£3999
£399
£1095
£199
• £329
£429

LINEAR AMP

-

•

0
0

Kellwood TS-S7Uti Il• =Ora•• ■••

1S-870S
TS-570DG
TM-G707
TH-D7E
VC-H I

HF Base true DSP
HF Base/Mobile DSP Transceiver
2M/70cms Dual Band Mobile
NEW Dual Band Handle + Packet TNC
Visual Communicator colour SSTV Unit

,-,--..

.

.

*

-.

0

cu

•

"is — . -i %. -..
alea• .e••• --

111111r.

£1799
£899
£319
£299
£369

(8 p6p

SmartTuner SG-230

Kenwocas TS-8705 gives you something called an Intelligent Digital Enhanced
COM1111.111iCall011 , 5t stc n t.

!corn IC-746 lo.
IC-746
IC-706
IC - PC111000
IC - PCE100
IC - TEE
IC-1111S00
L IC - R2

NEVADA

put it another Wily. you can talk 10 SOMC011e halfway round the world and it II
red like they're in the room with you

Or to

HF/VHF Transceiver 100W HF 6 + 2M * FREE PSU .. £14994
NEW MK IIG HF, 6M, 2M + 70cm. All Mode Molpile..£1095
£249
Computer controlled scanning receiver
£189
NEW AM/FM Computer controlled scanner
£319
Triband Handie 6M, 2M, 70cm
£1549
Wideband receiver 100kHz - I 999MHz
Mini Wideband Handie receiver 495kHz - 1309MHz ....£139

PAY BY THREE POST DATED CHEQUES INTEREST FREE!

01705 662145

• 189 London Rd • North End • Portsmouth • Hants • P02 9AE

If you've never tried a digital III iran,ceiver before. you won't believe nisi lions %sell
the TS-8705 can find a signal that's almost buried in noise. And beeati,e its made
by Kellwood, reliability can be taken for granted, too.
Features? Hig,11 'retin:tic!, DSP for post-IF signal processing. high-speed l'C. tontrot.
automatic antenna tuner. a built-in K1 IcigiKey tor a lull range of CW operations
features, 100 memory channels..and that's just a taste. Tour nearest dealer has the full
specification.
Best or all, the TS-870S gives you all this at it price that's amazing value. So you tan
talk to the world without getting any interference. Even from your hank manager.
For more inloonation on the .I.S41705 phone 01921 21204-I.

KENWOOD

YAE SU
CONTENTS

NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL
CHAIRMAN'S CIIAT
SECRETARY'S UPDATE
NEW MEMBER LIST
MORSE CAMP 1999
POSTBAG
NICE TO KNOW

Yaesu is proud to announce the new QUADRA SYSTEM H.F.+ 6-Meter Amplifier.
This new Amplifier is in a class by itself with state-of-the-art features such as a
full 1KW power output, Multi-Function Omni-Glow LCD Display, 4 Antenna Outputs
and 2 Antenna Inputs. This new QUADRA SYSTEM Amplifier is designed to match and
compliment the FT-1000/D, FT-1000MP and FT-920 HF radios.
These exciting new Amplifiers are now available through your authorised
Yaesu Dealers.

A WEEK ON NAURU ISLAND
BOTSWANA
INVESTING IN DX
WE DE LA REUNION
DXING IN GUERNSEY
GBIOORN

FEATURES
•

GENERAL TOPICS

1000 WATTS POWER OUTPUT @ 220 VAC (500 WATTS ON 6-METERS)

•

TX Range: 160 — 10 / 6 Meter Amateur Bands

•

Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic SWR Monitor

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSVVR Protection

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ MuItl-Band Memory

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat

•

Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,

SWL NEWS
QRZ CONTEST
DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR

CDXC CLOTHING
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

FT-990, FT-900C/AT
•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm (16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-I000 and the VP-1000

Please note, Vl-1000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.

"YA.E
Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire S023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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July 1999
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DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 AUGUST

CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation Aims and Objectives
-

"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".

1. The form should be addressed to (To) your bank and branch.
2. Write your CALLSIGN in the 'Quoting Reference' box. This is very important
as it is the way your subscription is identified in the CDXC bank statements.
3. Enter the current subscription applicable (£12 or £17) in the 'Amount in
figures' and 'Amount in words' boxes.
4. Enter the same subscription in the 'Amount of first payment'
5. Enter your account details in the 'Name of account to be debited' box and your
account number in the 'Account number' box.
6. Complete the bottom part of the form with your name, address, date and don't
forget to sign it.
7. THE COMPLETED FORM SHOULD BE SENT TO YOUR BANK BRANCH
WHICH LOOKS AFTER YOUR ACCOUNT.
8. It helps the Treasurer if you also tell him that you intend to pay by Standing
Order in future.
9. Check your bank statements after the first payment should have been made that
your bank are executing the order correctly.
10.Thank you for helping CDXC by paying your subscription by standing order.

CDXC ADVERTISING RATES
Advertising rates in the CDXC Digest with effect from January 1999 are as follows:

£35.00 per issue
£25.00 per issue
£20.00 per issue

* OUTSIDE BACK COVER:
* INSIDE FRONT AND BACK COVERS:
* OTHER PAGES:

A 10% discount is allowed on the above rates if 6 issues are booked in advance and
pre-paid. If no new copy is received the previous copy will be repeated.
Copy should be sent to G3NUG by the following dates:
January Digest
by 20 December
March Digest
by 20 February
May Digest
by 20 April
July Digest
by 20 June
September Digest by 20 August
November Digest by 20 October

Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for
overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July 1st in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Digest: This Digest is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the
Digest Editor address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in the
Digest are not necessarily those of the Editor or of the Committee.

CDXC Web site: http://www.CDXC.org.uk

Payments please to: Bob Whelan G3PJT, Treasurer CDXC
Addresses are shown on page 2 of the Digest.

CDXC GOODS
See last issue of Digest for details.
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Perhaps the big news, at least for UK
members, since our last issue is the RSGB
announcement of the new licence structure.
From a personal point of view, I believe the
changes are helpful in encouraging both
Novice and Class B licensees to gain
experience on the HF bands, and from the
point of view of serious DXers and
contesters, there appears to be an
opportunity to seek a higher power licence.
This might not suit everyone, but should
allow the top contesters, in particular, to
compete with other leading European
stations on a more equitable basis. I realise
the proposals are anathema to some and, of
course, some of the details are still to
emerge. For CDXC members, though, we
can also look upon the changes as an
opportunity to bring more HF enthusiasts
into our ranks and, perhaps, an opportunity
to demonstrate the right way to operate on
the HF bands (see my comments below
about the standard of operating from the
UK).
I must raise my hand at this point and admit
to having been spending much of my recent
operating time on 6m. The band has been
quite lively at times, and although my 6m
station is quite modest I have managed to
work down into South America and
Southern Africa. But this has been TE and
Sporadic E, rather than true ionospheric
propagation — the MUF still has some way
to go, although there have been some nice
openings on 10m, for example long-path
into V1C/ZL.
I've also, for once, been practising what I
preach and getting some antenna work done
during the good weather. My cables are now
all buried en route to the towers, with
inspection hatches and underground duct.
Definitely not in the usual G3XTT mould!

Dayton
I was fortunate enough this year to have a
business trip to the US just prior to Dayton,
so was able to include the Hamvention in
my itinerary, as well as participating as a
guest at that the FOC (First Class Operators
Club) activities in Washington DC the
previous weekend. The FOC events, as well
as a very enjoyable Saturday evening dinner,
also include a Sunday social which starts
with a barbecue at the home of Fred K3ZO,
and then moves to the opposite side of
Washington to Frank, W3LPL's. Both
stations are awesome in their own way.
Fred's is built as a single-operator station,
with three towers and a wide range of
antennas including a Yagi for 80m. All this
in a quiet residential road with, by US
standards, fairly modest gardens. Frank's
station has been built from the start as a
multi-multi, with four 200ft towers, a
number of smaller towers, and a
permanently-wired operating room. The
station started in what was pretty much open
countryside, although there is now an
increasing amount of residential
development in the area. Quite what the new
neighbours make of the local broadcasting
station is unclear!
Dayton was enjoyable, as always. There was
nothing that struck me particularly among
either the trade stands or the flea market,
apart perhaps from the new Alpha linear,
similar to the 91B, but made in the US
rather than Bulgaria. Certainly there were no
significant product launches from the big
three manufacturers. But, as always, it was
the social side of Dayton that was the real
draw. I went to the Topband Dinner, which
was attended by about 70 enthusiastic
lowbanders including Topband stalwarts
like K9UWA, W8LRL and KIZM.
Interestingly, a straw poll of rigs used by the
attendees indicated that something like 70%
use the FT-1000D, with the remainder split

fairly evenly between FT-1000MP, TS-930,
TS-940 and IC-765. The following evening
saw me at the Contest Dinner. As usual this
was the occasion for inducting new
members to the Contest Hall of Fame; this
year John W2GD and Frank W3LPL.
Neither of these needs any introduction to
anyone who is a serious contester. To me the
only surprise was that Frank wasn't already
a Hall of Fame member.
.

The various hospitality suites in the Crowne
Plaza (formerly Stouffers, the traditional
meeting place of DXers and contesters) were
as lively as ever. One group had pressed the
Hooters (scantily clad young ladies) into
service to run the bar. This undoubted
attraction seemed sadly to be lost on most of
the hams present, though I did notice our
own G3RZP showing a lively interest!
It's always fun mixing with the well-known
DXers and contesters you see at Dayton.
These are, in many ways, the movers and
shakers of the hobby, but it's pretty clear
that they are only a small percentage of the
whole amateur radio world. Of 30,000+
attendees at the Hamvention, maybe 1,000
or so fall into these categories. It can be a
salutary reminder that we still form a
minority. Talking recently to a UK contester
friend who operates in both HF and VHF
contests, he was commenting on how the
quality of operating of casual contesters and
DXers in the UK is declining. These are the
people who appear on the VHF bands when
there is an opening, but don't really seem to
know what to do. On HF it is less obvious
because we don't hear these people, but I
believe the situation is much the same, and
evident to overseas operators who work the
UK. Despite the good efforts of Bob
Treacher and others, short-wave listening is
not a common route into the hobby these
days (and, of course, it was never an actual
licence requirement, despite the implication
of letters you sometimes see in the
magazines), so we need to find some other
way of introducing our fellow amateurs to
good operating procedure. Like any other
practical activity, whether driving a car,

fishing, or DIY, the quickest way to learn is
to be coached by others. Maybe some of us
should make the efforts at our local radio
clubs, even if we do get exasperated
sometimes at the shack-on-the-belt types we
often find there. Maybe they simply haven't
been introduced to the wider facets of the
hobby and are the future DXers and
contesters in the making. I know my own
progress was very limited until I developed
Elmers - G3PBV who introduced me to
VHF, G5ATD/WAOBWM to contesting,
G3YMH to the joys of 160, and G3ZAY and
others to HF DXing. My heartfelt thanks to
each and every one of them.
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Sandy, Beds, SG19 2UZ
Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1767 692535
E-mail: cooperb (4) g4rko.demon.co.uk
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name in full.
Other callsigns•

Current callsign•
Address -

Admin. Matters
A couple of the expedition write-ups I had
expected for this Digest have failed to
materialise. Hopefully we will have them for
next time. Nevertheless, I hope you will
agree that this is another fascinating issue,
with some excellent input on a wide variety
of topics. My thanks to those of you who
have sent articles, and also for the various
letters which are both thought-provoking
and helpful in setting the future direction of
the Digest and of the Club as a whole.
While on the subject, though, can I make
one request when sending letters and/or
photos to me. Please make it clear that you
are sending these for the CDXC Digest. It's
usually obvious but, as I receive material
intended for RadCom, other material under
my CDXC hat, and other things as just plain
G3XTT, it can sometimes be confusing.
Incidentally, the photo spread in the Digest
is compiled by Neville G3NUG, and is
printed ahead of the rest of the Digest as it
takes the printer a little longer to do than the
text part so if you send photos at the last
minute they may well have to be held over
to the following issue.

Country•

Post code.

Telephone

E-mail .
First name or "ON-AIR" name (for your CDXC badge):

Proposer

Callsign•

Seconder .

Callsign•

Total DXCC countries worked/heard (100 minimum)
Fee enclosed (see over)•

(Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank).

I hereby agree to my membership details being held on computer and published in the
Membership List for regular circulation to other members. I agree to my E-mail
address being published on the CDXC WWW page (http://www.CDXC.org.uk ).

CDXC

Date .

Signed .

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE
Subscription received
Welcome letter sent
Newsletter note
Database updated

Mailing list updated
Membership list updated
E-mail list updated
Badge sent

0
0

As always, please ensure you get input to me
in good time for the deadline, as Neville and
I do like to get the Digest out around the
time that members expect it.
73 Don G3XTT
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CDXC CLOTHING

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT

We are now able to offer a range of high quality CDXC clothing which contain an embroidered CDXC logo and your callsign,
also embroidered. The quality of the clothing is exceptional as those who have seen it will testify. We have standardised on navy
blue as the colour, with the remainder of the logo text in gold. We have arranged with the supplier. Aquarian, that you may order
direct from them. Prices i nclude your callsign (except ties, which do not carry a callsign). Additional lines of text may be added
at extra cost. Please note that postage charges listed are to UK addresses. You should contact Aquarian direct for postage charges
to other countries.

Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
"CDXC, a European-based fraternity with a
global perspective" writes Jarmo OH2BN, a

recent joiner.

ITEM

CODE

SIZE
S, M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL, XXL
S, M, L, XL
XXL
M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
22" to 34"
M, L, XL, XXL
36" to 48"
50"
36" to 48"
50"
36" to 48"
36" to 48"
S, M, L, XL, XXL
XXXL, XXXXL

Sweatshirt

Polycotton Raglan Sleeve

762M

Children's Sweatshirts
Collared Sweatshirts

Polycotton Raglan Sleeve
Acrylic/Cotton

7628
WH6

Heavyweight Sweatshirts

Cotton 80%, Poly 20%

162M

Polo Shirts

Jerzee Lightweight

539M

Polo Shirts
Children's Polo Shirt
'T' Shirts
'V' Neck Pullover

Trakman Heavyweight
Jerzee Lightweight
Heavyweight 100% Cotton
Lambswool

539B
363M
#675

'V' Neck Pullover

Super Acryllic

#673

Crew Neck Pullover
Crew Neck Pullover
Bomber Jacket

Lambswool
Super Acrylic

#665
#663
MA1

Tie
ORDER FORM
ITEM

QTY
SIZE
PRICE
ALL ITEMS NAVY, WITH CDXC LOGO IN RED/GOLD. CALLSIGN IN RED

Additional text © £3.00 per line
Sub-Total
P&P £1.75 1 s1 item, £1.25 additional items
Note: Bomber jackets £3.50 P&P
CALL SIGN:
I TOTAL:
YOUR NAME:
ADDRESS:

PRICE
£20.00
£21.00
£15.50
£22.00
£23.00
£23.00
£24.00
£19.00
£20.00
£19.50
£14.50
£16.00
£30.00
£32.00
£23.50
£25.50
£30.00
£23.50
£41.00
£43.50
£13.25

OFFICE USE ONLY
Date Received

The CDXC committee met on Saturday 19
June and approved donations to the
DXpeditions listed below. As usual the
DXpeditions will be asked to confirm that
they will meet our standard conditions. We
have added one additional condition (see 4.
below) to encourage DXpeditioners to
publicise the contributions of their sponsors.
The conditions, which are not at all onerous,
now read as follows:

Payment Received

1. Print our logo on the QSL card.

Logo ordered/in stock

2. Process cards sent through the normal
IARU bureaux.

Garments ordered

3. Send us a write-up of the DXpedition for
publication.

Garments received

4. Publicise our involvement in articles and
presentations.

Order completed/
Despatched

AQUARIAN
Quarryhill Cottage
Justinhaugh
By Forfar
Angus, DD8 3TQ
Tel: 01307 860 350
Fax: 01307 860 350

POST CODE:
TELEPHONE:

This could be a new strap line or motto for
us. Jim W6CF, another recent joiner with a
DXCC score of 367 mixed, writes "Had no
idea CDXC produced such a high-quality
bulletin you'll be receiving an
application from me within a few days". Jim
is an avid reader and collector and has a
huge collection of amateur radio
publications, possibly one of the largest
private collections in the world.

The DXpeditions to be sponsored are:
•

T2 Tuvalu by EA4DX

•

3COR Annobon by an EA team

•

T31/ZK3 by SM7PKK and Co.

•

PYOS St Peter and St Paul Rocks by
PS7KM and Co.

The latter was cancelled earlier in the year
but has been reinstated. We expect that the
RSGB DXpedition Fund will again match
our contributions.
A great deal of work has been carried out on
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our web pages at http://www.cdxc/org.uk
Our thanks to Barry G4RKO, for this and
for the assistance of Martin G3ZAY. The
pages are more comprehensive than
previously and all have been updated.
The official IOTA Millennium Programme
"IOTA 2000" rules and log format can be
found on these pages, together with a full
IOTA island listing which can now be
downloaded. The list takes the form of a
CSV text file. All word processing and
spreadsheet packages should be able to read
this file. Most will be able to manipulate it.
The file shows, for every island group, the
month during which premium points can be
scored. The file is in IOTA reference
number order but can easily be sorted into
prefix or month order or even into an
alphabetical listing of island names. As
queries come in, we will add an FAQ frequently asked questions - page. IOTA
2000 should be real fun - QSL cards are not
needed. There will be a worldwide press
release soon and we hope that IOTA 2000
will generate much interest. Both CDXC
and IOTA will benefit from a successful
programme. If there are any suggestions
regarding our web pages or IOTA 2000
please send me an e-mail.
Our usual annual membership drive has just
been completed. We identified 350 potential
UK members who are active in the DXCC
or IOTA programmes together with a
number of contesters and PacketCluster
users. All have been mailed a back issue of
the Digest, a prospectus and application
form together with a note setting out some
details about the club and a list of the
DXpeditions that we have sponsored in the
past two years. We also sent out the
programme, flyer and booking form for the
forthcoming RSGB International HF &
IOTA Convention. Let's hope for a good
response. Postage costs were shared with the
RSGB.
Bookings for the Convention are flowing in
well and I suspect that the DX Dinner on the
Saturday evening will be over-subscribed so

early _booking is advised. Ring Marcia
Brimson at RSGB HQ (01707-659015) to
make a telephone booking by credit card.
The programme, which is now firm, was
published in the May Digest and will be
publicised in RadCom from July onwards.
For up-to-date news of the programme keep
an eye on the HF Committee's web page
http://www.g3wkl.freeserve.co.uk/conv/pro

g.htm
Martin Lynch & Sons and Yaesu UK Ltd.
have again agreed to sponsor the HF
Convention. Yaesu are providing the main
raffle prize, the new and brilliant FT 847 all
bands (top band to 430 MHz) transceiver.
Dayton was again successful. This year I
spent most of my time on the RSGB stand
together with Hilary G4JKS, Don G3OZF,
Barry G4RKO and Martin G3ZAY. There
was a great deal of interest in the RSGB
books and in IOTA and a substantial number
of new RSGB members were recruited. The
weather was kind and the attendance was
reasonably good although perhaps a little
down on previous years. I came across a
large number of CDXC members. My only
disappointment was that those who gave
talks on DXpeditions at the DX Forum
hardly acknowledged the contributions of
their sponsors. Very few mentioned their
club sponsors. The DX Forum comprised
the following:
•

DXpedition to St Brandon 3B7RF
(K5KG and HB9JAI)

•

AR Cluster (WU3V)

•

Return to Vietnam after 30 years
3W6LK (W6WE & W2LK)

•

Campbell Island ZL9CI (ZL2HU &
ZL2AL)

•

Kwajalein Atoll V7 (N4XP)

•

DXCC 2000 (N7NG)

The Dayton dates for 2000 to 2002 are:
2000 — May 19/20/21
2001 — May 18/19/20

2002 — May 17/18/19. I understand the
Crowne Plaza is already fully booked for
2000.
Morse Camp 1999 provides an opportunity
for CDXC members to contribute to the
hobby in a significant way. This venture is
sponsored by Martin Lynch & Sons and
supported by the RSGB, Yaesu and
ourselves. It takes place over the weekend of
18/19 September (see page 8 for further
details). The objective of Morse Camp 1999
is to get a significant number of B licensees
through the 5 wpm Morse test so that they
can obtain the new A/B licence. As the
leading HF club in the UK, the committee
believes we should actively support this
venture. Those attending the Morse classes
should already know the basic code so that,
during the first day, they can practice the
tests and procedures and, on the second day,
can take the test. 12wpm tests will also be
available.
CDXC has been asked to set up a
demonstration station, operator schedule and
to provide some Morse trainers. Bob G3PJT,
is project managing our part of Morse Camp
1999 so please get in touch with him if you
can help (01223 263137). The RSGB is
hoping to set up arrangements for the new
M5 calls to be issued at the Morse Camp to
successful candidates. There will be many
other activities at the Morse Camp including
a possible car boot sale so it should be a
great weekend. Look out for GB2RST.
As members will know we have our own
callsign MOCDX. We have also applied for
a special contest call, either MOC or M5C
are the preferred choices. These can be made
available to members. Please contact me in
good time if you would like to use the
special call.
I am pleased to report that our finances
remain as healthy as ever. The accounts will
be published in the September Digest after
they have been reviewed at the AGM on
Saturday 3 July. Happy DXing everyone.
Enjoy the sunspots!

24/07-30/07
24/07-31/07
28/07-11/08
29/07-01/08
30/07-01/08
01/08
01/08-05/08
01/08-15/08
04/08-08/08
05/08-11/08
05/08-07/08
07/08-08/08
07/08-17/08
07/08-08/08
08/08-20/08
09/08-21/08
10/08-12/08
11/08-14/08
11/08-18/08
14/08-17/08
14/08-15/08
17/08-19/08
18/08-25/08
19/08-23/08
20/08-22/08
20/08-25/08
21/08-22/08
21/08-22/08
22/08-24/08
25/08-30/08
26/08-11/09
27/08-07/09
27/08-29/08
28/08-29/08
28/08-31/08
31/08-02/09
03/09-05/09
04/09-05/09
12/09-13/09
13/09-16/09
14/09-24/09
16/09
16/09-21/09
19/10-10/11
19/09-20/09
21/09-26/09
23/09-03/10
25/09-26/09
25/09-26/09

OH6RX, DLOHRO (EU-129), AAlIZ (NA-148), JI3DST (AS-117),
TMSK (EU-065), VE1JS (NA-127), N2US/P (NA-083), etc.
MOCIL/C6A (NA-080)
GB2LI or GXOMXG (EU-120) by GW4GJT & GW4YKL
J4SK by Dieter, DL9UDS, and Andreas, DL9USA
Coche Island (SA-012), YW7C
Northwest DX Convention (Portland, OR)
YO Contest
3A/IK1SLP & 3A/IK1YLL
8Q7DS by G4VCO
ZK1SCQ, ZK1SCR: Rarotonga (OC-013), So. Cooks * by DLs
PA3EWP,PA3GCV,PA4EA,PA4WM,PA7FM,PA5ET/PJ5 & /FS
Moorea (OC-046) by CX3AN & CX4CR
CU2V by CU2FH and others
Rarotonga Island (0C-013) by CX3AN & CX4CR
WAE DX CW Contest
IE9/I4ALU Ustica Island (EU-051) by Carlo, I4ALU
New Caledonia Island (0C-032) by F6BUM
ZK1SCQ, ZK1SCR: Aitutaki (OC-083), So. Cooks * by DLs
Madeleine Island (NA-038) by F5NZO & F5SSM
V47xx: Nevis (NA-104) * by PAs
ZK1SCQ, ZK1SCR: Mangaia (OC-159), So. Cooks * by DLs
SARTG WW RTTY Contest, Seanet SSB Contest
Manihiki Island (0C-014) by CX3AN & CX4CR
by PAs
VP2E: Anguilla (NA-022)
Viti Levu (OC-016) by CX3AN & CX4CR
JA Ham Fair
ZK1SCQ, ZK1SCR: Manihiki (OC-014), No. Cooks * by DLs
International Lighthouse/Lightship Weekend
SEAnet SSB Contest
Ouvea Island (0C-033) by F6BUM
Lifou Island (0C-033) by F6BUM
T2: Tuvalu (0C-015) . by EA4DX
TF by W2SF
VIII International DX Convention (New Orleans, LA)
II2V * special A. Volta station
by DLs
ZK1SCQ, ZK1SCR: Palmerston (0C-124), So.Cooks
Mare Island (0C-033) by F6BUM
Pins Island (0C-032) by F6BUM
All Asian SSB Contest, Fiel Day IARU Region 1 SSB
II2V * special A. Volta station
3D2DX/p: Viti Levu (0C-016) * by EA4DX
3C0R: Annobon (AF-039). by 3C1GS, 3C1RV, EASBYP, EASYN
II2V * special A. Volta station
PJ9Q or PJ9/W9QQ. Mostly on PSK31.
T30Y & T3OCW: West Kiribati (OC-017) * by DLs
Scandinavian Activity SSB Contest
VK9: Rowley Shoals (0C-???) * by VK6LC and others
T31: Central Kiribati (OC-043) * by SM7PKK and others
CQ WW DX RTTY Contest
Scandinavian Activity CW Contest

Better Propagation Predictions?
I

was interested recently to see press reports about a new use for the SOHO (Solar and
Heliospehric Observatory) spacecraft, which sits about 96m miles from the Earth to watch
activities on the sun. Apparently scientists have found a way of observing activity on the far side
of the sun by using hydrogen atoms behind the sun as a kind of mirror. As a consequence, they
can see solar storms starting to develop before they become visible from the earth. As the sun
takes 28 days for a full rotation, this can give up to 14 days' additional warning of impending
storms. Presumably this data will also feed through into propagation forecasts, and we'll be able
to plan those days in the shack with a greater degree of confidence! — ed.
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DX AND CONTEST CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)
from mid Jun
till August
till December
till December
till 08/07
till 13/07
till 14/07
till 15/07
till 16/07
till 20/07
till 31/07
till 31/07
till 31/07
till 31/07
till 15/08
till 27/11
till 31/12
till 31/12
02/07-17/07
03/07-06/07
03/07-13/07
03/07-04/07
03/07-04/07
04/07-15/07
05/07-09/07
08/07-11/07
09/07-18/07
10/07-11/07
10/07-11/07
10/07-11/07
10/07-16/07
10/07-17/07
12/07-26/07
15/07-25/07
16/07-18/07
17/07-18/07
18/07-25/07
18/07-25/07
18/07
19/07-25/07
19/07-02/08
20/07-20/08
20/07-04/08
20/07-25/07
20/07
20/07-25/07
21/07-31/07
21/07-28/07
21/07-04/08
21/07-31/07
21/07-26/07
22/07-26/07
22/07-27/07
22/07-29/07
22/07-26/07
23/07-26/07
24/07-25/07
23/07-30/07
23/07-01/08
24/07-25/07

V73G: Kwajalein (OC-028), Marshall Is
by AC4G
FK8VHU: New Caledonia
FT5WH: Crozet (AF-008) * by F5AGL
FT5ZJ: Amsterdam Island
VP2E: Anguilla (NA-022)
by WB2REM
RK6LWA/p: Lebyazhiy Isl. (RR 1704)
VK8AN/6: Troughton Island (0C-154)
VYO: Black Island (Nunavut) * by VE3D0 and others
3XY7A: Guinea * by VE3DYS
3W6XK: Vietnam • by W9XK
2C, 2X and 2W: special prefixes from Wales
SNOAPT: special event station (Poland)
28, 2A and 2T: special prefixes from Scotland
ZL4IR: South Island (NA-134) * by K8VIR
YS9/KE4LWT: El Salvador
XJ1: special prefix (Nova Scotia, Canada)
9A770N: special event station (Croatia)
VYOTA (NA-047)
C6AFP (NA-080) by N4JQQ
New IOTA (AS-NEW) by UAOZY and UAOZAZ
7Q7PA: Malawi * by N5PA
II2V * special A. Volta station
YV DX SSB Contest
R1MV, Malyj Vysotskij Island
Fiji (OC-016) by W8GEX
3V8BB by I4UFH
FOOMSN (0C-046) by JL6MSN
GB1OORN
IARU HF World Championship - OHOZ, WP2Z, 4M1X, W1AW/9,
N7FL/KH6, 3V8BB, ER7A, LXORL, etc.
F: Porguerolles Island (EU-070) * by IK1TTD
2A0APF/P & 2SOGNK/P, various islands, by GMONAI & GM3YOR
Tonga (OC-049) by W8GEX
J49WI: Crete (EU-015) * by I2WIJ
VP9/NOED
IT9FXY/p: Isola Lunga (EU-166) (IIA TP-021)
AGCW DL QRP Contest, Seanet CW DX Contest
TMOY: Yeu Island (EU-064) * by ONs
St Marcouf (EU-081), TM2F.
Colombian Indipendence Contest
2S5VG/P (EU-008) inc. IOTA contest.
KHO by Japanese ops.
CP (Andes Mountains) by KQ6XA
SV8/IK7XIV (EU-052) inc. IOTA Contest
CE6TC/p: Quinchao Island (SA-018) * be CE6s
II2V * special A. Volta station
T88JR and T88DX: Palau (0C-009) * by JH3FJG and JI3DLI
CUR/CT1AHU, CUB/CU3EJ, CU8I: Flores Island (EU-089)
CY9CWI: St. Paul Island (NA-094) * by VEs
F: TM1OTA, EU-032 & DIFM Islands * by ONSFP and ON6NN
KP2: Virgin Islands (NA-106) * by EJ1D team
TM5ON & TM5K: Ouessant Island (EU-065) • by ONs
Catalina Island (NA-066) by KI6T & WR60
W7W (NA-169) inc. IOTA contest
GBOSM (EU-011), G5M in IOTA Contest
VE7ISL/p, VD7D: NA-118 * by VE7TLL, QCR, EDZ, KDU, GKH
JM1PXG/6: Daito Islands (AS-047)
Russian RTTY WW Contest & YV DX CW Contest
Huksan Island (AS-093), HLOY/4
E41, E44 and 4X by JM1LJS
IOTA Contest inc. N30C/P (NA-139), OX3NUK (NA-018).
GD3IZD/P, MW7Z (EU-124), MM8Y (EU-123), 2AOCCC/P or MMOCCC/P
(EU-008), TM2F (EU-081), TF7 (EU-071) - various, EU-101 by
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SECRETARY'S UPDATE
Barry Cooper, G4RKO

This is the first Secretary's Update from the
new QTH. The move in March was
occasioned by a change of job. They say,
whoever they are, that moving is more
stressful than divorce. I cannot confirm this
as I still have the same wife I started out
with, but I do have some experience of
moving house. Like most people, I have
moved as and when dictated by career, about
twelve times at the last count. All I can say
is that it doesn't get any easier especially if
you have been in your QTH for any length
of time. Clearing out fourteen years of
accumulated junk from the loft was no
meagre task! Anyway, I'm pleased to report
that Diana and I are settled into our new
home and have unpacked all but the last few
boxes. So hopefully, secretarial duties can
now resume as normal.
Dates for the Diary

In my last column, I mentioned that 1999
would be a busy year for social events. This
has certainly proved to be the case and we
are well into the social calendar. Shortly
upon us are the AGM and Summer Social,
which this year is being hosted by the
CDXC President, Don Beattie, G3OZF and
his wife Chris. Although this is just around
the corner, there is still time to let me know
if you would like to attend. E-mail to
cooperb@g4rko.demon.co.uk is probably
quickest or telephone me on 01767- 692535
for details. Any member can attend the
AGM at no charge, however, if you would
like to attend the social afterwards (good
food and lots of chat) then there is a nominal
charge of £5 per person towards food and
don't forget to bring a bottle or two of your
favourite tipple! Other key dates to pencil
into your diary are as follows:
HF Convention
Fri.-Sun., 8 - 10 October

Venue:
Beaumont, Old Windsor
CDXC Annual Dinner 2000
Sat. 18 March 2000
Venue:
Waterloo Hotel, Crowthorne

CDXC Annual Dinner 2000

The CDXC Millennium Dinner has been
booked at the Waterloo Hotel, Duke's Rise,
Crowthorne, Berkshire. Choosing the same
venue as used in March, underlines the
superb evening enjoyed by many members
earlier this year.
The dinner will again be held in hotel's main
Banqueting Suite, with drinks available
before and after the meal in the adjoining
bar area.
Details of the meal are to be finalised and
will be advised in a forthcoming edition of
the Digest and on the CDXC Web site. I am
expecting to be able to negotiate preferential
rates on overnight accommodation.
CDXC WEB Site
I would like to take this opportunity of
thanking Lee Simons on behalf of the club
for the excellent work he did whilst
managing the CDXC Website. Lee is
currently studying for his A-levels and has
had to relinquish his stewardship due to
pressures on his available time. The good
news is that Lee's dad, Paul G4CCZ, a long
time CDXC member, has kindly agreed to
continue hosting the club's Website on his
commercial server. As a result of Paul's
generosity, it's service as usual, with yours
truly in the Webmaster's driving seat.
I am hoping to introduce a number of new
pages on the Web covering material only
previously known to the Chairman and
released under the 50-year rule. Why not pay
the club site a visit?
http://www.CDXC.org.uk
Now where did I put my Noddy's Guide to
HTML!
Morse Camp

The latest joint announcement from the
RSGB and RA would seem to suggest that
Morse is .on its way out. Perhaps not. In an
interesting joint initiative the RSGB along
with Martin Lynch & Sons and Yaesu UK
Ltd, is working to develop an "American
style" outdoor activity camp to foster and

promote the use of CW with a view to
getting as many Class B licensees through
the 5 wpm test as possible. As an important
part of the education and entertainment,
which promises side-stalls, a car boot sale,
barbecues and lots more, CDXC have been
asked to manage a demonstration station
using the special call GB2RST. Bob

Whelan, G3PJT is the CDXC project
manager. For more details see elsewhere in
the Digest.
Well all from me guys; I have a 5.00am start
in the morning for Friedrichshafen. Hope to
see some of you there.
73, G4RKO.

New CDXC Members
Call (* Badge)

Worked

Name

Location

G3ABS
G3KDE
GM4NGJ
GOMTN
GWOHUT
MOBPC
N2FF
W6CF

268
199
316
219
104
142
329/319
367

Des Heath
Bob Cheesman
Clive Bridges
Lee Volante
Tom Hutton
Ken Hunt
Frank Fallon
Jim Maxwell

Huddersfield
Chichester
Ballinluig, Perthshire
Shirley, Solihull
Monmouth
Bishop Auckland
New York
California

MORSE CAMP 1999
September 18/19 1999.

Now here is something really different that
CDXC can play a big part in.
The advent of the new A/B licence this
autumn should bring many new amateurs to
the HF bands. A potential licensee needs to
pass a 5wpm Morse test. The idea of Morse
Camp is an intensive effort to help anyone
pass the 5wpm test in a single intensive
weekend.
The primary sponsors of the event are
ML&S Martin Lynch & Sons, Radio
Society of Great Britain, Yaesu (UK) Ltd.
The site for the entire operation is the
"Tolmers Scout Camp & Activity Centre",
Tolmers Road, Cuffley, Hertfordshire, EN6
4JS. Food, barbecues etc. will be provided.
The RSGB will be responsible for the Morse
trainers, examiners and examinations to be
on site throughout the weekend. The RSGB
will forward Morse Camp "Packs" upon
request and payment by the prospective
candidate. The pack will contain suitable
information about the week-end, how to
learn Morse Code" directions and so on.

So where do YOU as a member of CDXC
come in? To give prospective Class A/B
licensees a taste of HF there will be HF
stations in operation all weekend, provided
by CDXC.
The main equipment will consist only of
Yaesu product and should include Yaesu
Quadra Amplifiers, FT-1000MP' s, etc.
Yaesu will provide the equipment. CDXC
needs to provide the antennas and get it all
to work.
What CDXC has to do is to set up and
operate this station on both SSB (primarily)
and CW. In addition if YOU could help with
Morse training too, that would be a big help.
This will be a bit like Field Day with mains
power. Should be a lot of fun. CDXC will
openly recruit for new membership
throughout the weekend.
This is your chance to help get more UK
amateurs onto the HF bands and into
CDXC. If you can help in setting up the
station, operating or as a Morse trainer then
please call me, at 01223 263137. E-mail
Bob_G3PJT@compuserve.com .

because
of
an
error
in
their
COUNTRY.DAT file. One of the real
benefits of computerised logging, is that all
logs can be run against, and re-scored
against the "official" COUNTRY.DAT file,
so what you had running on your own
machine becomes irrelevant. Everybody is
scored against the same benchmark.

licensed!
Very few UK entries last year and I reckon it
deserves more support. Here are the 1998
UK listings:
High-Power CW/SSB - G5LP 15th, 252,086
points
Low-Power CW/SSB - GOMTN 21st, 15,264
Low-Power CW - G3SXW 10th, 195,216
Low-Power CW - GM3CFS 36th, 86,390
Low-Power CW - G40GB 38th, 85,738
Low-Power CW - G3HZL 78th, 32,544
Low-Power CW - G4OTY 89th, 21,840
Low-Power CW - 3600 92nd, 19,780
High-Power SSB - G3PFS 17th, 15,648
Low-Power SSB - no UK entries
SWL - No UK entries

I rather think that the improvements in
contest adjudication, mainly brought about
by the use of computers, are welcomed by
the majority of entrants. Certainly, there
used to be a lot of unease• at the rather
rudimentary level of checking that was
prevalent in the CQ contests in particular.
Many smaller contests have always been
checked thoroughly, even in the days when
most logs were hand-written, and I believe
the RSGB Contests Committee has always
prided itself on the level of checking which
takes place (and which hasn't always
endeared them to some overseas entrants
who have been used to getting away with
sloppy checking when entering other
contests, and have ended up being
disqualified when entering UK contests.
Most G entrants are well aware of the need
for accuracy, if disqualification is to be
avoided.)

The leaders are making over 1,000 contacts
in the twelve hours, so there is plenty of
activity. Over 400 logs were received. Good
contest which does not need huge antennas.
Best 73 de Roger/G3SXW.
That's it for another contest column. I really
would appreciate some input to this column,
as I'm sure many of you are, by now, getting
rather bored with hearing the G3XTT take
on the contest world. Do please take the
time to write something with a contest
flavour and which might be of interest to
CDXC members (your IOTA contest
experiences might be particularly pertinent
next time round).

As always, your views are welcome, and it
might be nice if one of our Contest
Committee members could put pen to paper
(hands to keyboard) to give an insiders
insight into some of these issues.

73 Don G3XTT
(Below is a picture of an old T&R and
BERU trophy awarded to Gaston Koenig
VQ8AC in the 1930s for one of the first
Worked British Empire (WBE) awards.
Many thanks to Bob G3PJT.)

European HF Championship

This from Roger G3SXW:

Dear Don,
The European HF Championship is a fun
contest. Runs first Saturday in August, 1000
- 2200 GMT. (August 7th this year).
Europe works Europe, 160-10 metres - CW,
SSB or Mixed, each with High and Low
Power categories. Only single-op, all-band.
One point per QSO, multiplier is the last
two digits of the year the operator was first
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"running", but in "search and pounce" you
may not even send his call, so you may type
it in error and not spot the problem.
Then there's the copying error. Due to
QRM, poor sending at the far end (e.g. by
running letters together on CW), or for
whatever reason you copy the callsign
incorrectly. Again, easily done, more so with
some callsigns than others (certain letters,
when spoken, can be confused with others,
especially when the speaker is not a nativeEnglish speaker; certain characters in CW
can easily be mis-read — e.g. H and 5). Of
course, if you aren't 100% sure, you should
ask for a repeat, or wait for the station to
send his callsign during a subsequent QSO.
But you may not realise there was doubt in
the first place.
There are other types of inadvertent error as
well. I made a classic in CQWW CW last
year from GU. I hadn't got CT working with
my FT-1000D for reasons which still elude
me, so had to change bands manually in CT.
I logged at least one double mutt. on the
wrong band, and only realised some months
later when looking back at the log.

errors, then this should be factored into your
strategy — "I will make strenuous efforts for
accuracy, as the penalties are known to be
high".
Then there are the shades of grey. SuperCheck Partial is partly responsible. You hear
part of a call, and "guess" the rest based on
callsigns known to have been active in
previous contests. There may be a good
chance you are right, but you may also be
wrong. One of the reasons for having
significant penalties in contest scoring is to
actively discourage this sort of sloppy
operating. Beyond this is the fabricated
QSO, or deliberately changing the callsign
of a station to avoid a dupe. This is
obviously cheating, and most of us would
agree it should e penalised. For the
adjudicators, though, it can be difficult if not
impossible to decide whether an entrant is
cheating or just a poor or inexperienced
operator.
We then get into the whole area of who
should be penalised if there is an error.
Should points be deducted from both parties
to the QSO, on the basis that it is a shared
responsibility to get the information correct?
Maybe the receiver of the information
actually copied what was sent, and the error
was at the sending end? There are a number
of scenarios. In practice I rather suspect that
contest adjudicators quickly get to know
who the sloppy operators are. If a station
consistently sends badly, then this will show
up through errors in the logs of the stations
who worked him. At the end of the day, of
course, the nature of contesting, where we
are scattered around the world,
unsupervised, means that the adjudicators
cannot cover every eventuality. Rather,
entrants have to hope that the sort of errors
which are beyond checking tend to occur in
roughly similar degrees to all entrants, and
therefore eventually even themselves out.

The above are genuine mistakes and, some
would argue, should carry no penalty. My
own take on this is that if you failed to copy
the details correctly (call, serial number,
etc.) or mis-recorded other basic information
about the QSO (time, frequency, etc.) then a
QSO did not take place. After all, what is
the point of achieving a communications
capability if it is not to pass information
accurately ("sorry world, it's not my fault I
dropped the bomb on Albania rather than
Serbia — I had a perfectly good QSO with
HQ, but simply transcribed the map
reference wrongly ..."). Isn't that one of the
skills that contests are intended to evaluate?
Of course, whether the above should be
penalised by simply making the QSO zero
points, or whether there should be an
additional penalty is another matter. In some
senses, the question is the wrong one. You
know what the rules are when you enter the
contest. If there are heavy penalties for

On a slightly different note, I do get amused
when people then panic, after sending in
their results, when, for example, they notice
that they have incorrectly scored their log
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From Peter Chadwick, G3RZP.:

POSTBAG
Don - a
(The above story has a somewhat happier

moral here for DXers.
Over the past 20 years, I've put in getting for
a million miles of air travel, and never had a
bag missing for more than 24 hours. So, to
minimise weight in my emergency carry
bag, I set off for Dayton this year with the
DXCC cards - 56 of them - in my suitcase.
Together with 32 cans of Bass for the
Sultans of Shwing party, and 4 cans of
Caffreys for WV9T, my engraved pewter
beer mug presented in 1969 when I left
G3JTW, the Marconi Apprentice Radio
Club, and clothes etc. 33kg - bit heavy, but
it's a BIG suitcase. Went to board at
Heathrow, and saw Martin G3ZAY, who
was on the same flight. Sat down, and read
CDXC News, and then the usual airline
drinks, food etc. Cleared customs in
Chicago with the bag, and gave it back to
American Airlines. Off to the gate for the
American Eagle to Dayton, to find Martin
there, and he said the flight was on time. I
told Martin it would be delayed, and he
didn't believe me - until they started pushing
the time back! Lent him CDXC News, as he
hadn't had his. Eventually got away from the
gate 45 minutes late, and took off 1 hour 20
minutes after that. Arrived at Dayton, went
to the carousel - no suitcase. I figured it
would show up, so I didn't worry too much.
As of 16 days later, it hasn't appeared. The
DXCC cards are probably replaceable - the
all time new countries are expeditions, so I
hope an explanatory letter and $1 will fix
those. Some of the others are easy — like OZ
on 28 MHz, some likely to be more difficult.
Last year, they didn't lose the 16 cans of
Bass
I guess the moral is that no matter how
seasoned a traveller you are, you're going to
get caught out occasionally. Proves that a
carry bag with a couple of shirts etc is a
good idea Pity about the beer mug,
though
73 Peter G3RZP

ending, as I subsequently received the
following from Peter:
Hi Don, I've eventually got my suitcase
back from the airline after the abortive
attempt to get it to Dayton. 18 cans of beer
leaked, which has ruined some of the
clothing. The bending of my beer tankard is
indicative of the very high g forces they
managed to exert to split the beer cans
open. The good news is that the DXCC
cards have survived, the ink hasn't run, and
the deodorant the airline used to clean the
suitcase has left them smelling not too bad!!
And did you know that Beru is one of the
islands that make up the Republic of
Kiribati? 73 Peter G3RZP)

Hello Don, CDXC is
the one mag I read cover to cover and your
editorial was an excellent start to the May
99 issue. I can agree with most of what you
say and being a l'il gun I do my best with the
various DXpeditions and am grateful for
whatever I can manage with my limited set
up. But I would say that the problem is not
so much with 10 watts and a wire antenna
from a remote location. Difficult, maybe,
but not impossible with CW and given the
right conditions. Much the biggest 'problem'
for me, anyway, is the deliberate QRM from
certain Eastern European stations in the pileups. 599 from the DX but never a chance of
a QSO with all that mayhem. I speak as a
CW only op but imagine it's the same on
SSB. The higher bands are less of a problem
of course but how often are they open for
any length of time. QSO with ZL9CI no
problem but I gave up on 3B9R in despair. I
have no idea what the answer is. But what a
pleasure to listen to a USA pile up for a
(unheard) rare-ish EU. Complete silence
between each burst of calls and no QRM on
the DX frequency. If only certain Europeans
(and we know who they are) could learn
such discipline! 73 Walter (GOTYV)
From Walter, GOTYV:

From Andrew Miller, GM3BKC: Dear Don,
I am not the least bit impressed by G3NUG
shedding crocodile tears over the loss of the
DX News Sheet in the Chairman's chat in
the May issue of the CDXC Digest, as he
along with G3MSW, G3OZF, G3PJT,
G3XWH, G4JKS and yourself, members of
the RSGB Management Committee, were
responsible for its demise. In doing so you
have shewn that the Society is more
interested in money than in its members.

925240). — ed.)
From Ed, G3SQX: Hi Don, I'll be operating
as VP9/NOED for 15-25 July, including the
IOTA contest (24 hour CW section). CW
only on WARC bands and 160m (QRN
permitting) before the contest. It will a
"100w and a dipole" operation, but I hope to
give everyone who needs it a multiplier.
QSL via NOED. Email: nOed@qsl.net. I
will put more information (possibly logs) on
www.qsl.net/nOed

I am sure some other way could have been
found to save money. I could think of a few
as, I am sure, could other members.

•

•

Since you submit ARRL Logs in ASCII
format. You can just search and replace
the year in the .log file and they will
never know! Thanks: Randy K5ZD

•

Suggestion: just set your computer ahead
right now and make some contest
entries. If it doesn't handle them, then
setting it back (in time) will be your
solution. It's my view that the year 2000
'problem' has been blown out of all
proportion. I expect a few good belly
laughs and I am sure the media will have
a field day. Thanks: Ron N5IN

73, Ed Taylor, NOED (G3SQX)

I shall miss both the DXNS and DXNM
very much. Chris Page, and those who came
before, worked very hard to make it a
success.
"DX IS".

From Ian, G3KZR: Don, your editorial in
the latest 'Digest' was strangely timely as I
had just sent an email to ZL2HU, who had
asked via 425, "where next?'

Kindest regards, Andrew Miller - GM3BKC

To ZL2HU
"Noted your interest in opinions on areas for
expeds in the Pacific.

(Andrew has G3OZF G3NUG G3PJT
G4JKS and myself on the back foot here. He
implicitly criticises us, but clearly as CDXC
members we cannot use the CDXC Digest to
answer for our actions as members of the
Management Committee. As an individual
who was, with Martin G3ZA Y, responsible
for saving the publication from an earlier
demise back in 1983, when we took on the
editorship at zero notice, and as a DXNS
subscriber since the late 70's I too am sad to
see it go. However, I do know that, like it or
not, Internet is rapidly replacing the postal
service as channel of choice for up-to-theminute news in any sphere of activity, and
paper-based options are suffering
significantly as a result. This is obviously
bad news for anyone without Internet
access. May I, though, point out that the
RSGB DX Voicebank (also introduced when
G3Z4Y and I were editing DXNS) is still
around, though not as heavily used as in its
heyday. You can input information on 01426
910240 (overseas +44 1426 910240) and
listen to information left by others by
dialling 01426 925240 (overseas +44 1426

I am one of the second eleven players in this
business with a system probably 1 to 2 S
points down on the EU big guns. 286 C to
date with a huge backlog of Pacific
countries due to not being on in past years
during the cycle maxima due to work etc.
From this EU second division perspective
there are quite a few countries which could
do with a systematic multi-band multi-mode
'doing over' as we have difficulty picking up
and getting through to the residents or small
expeds. Just as Pacific stations would have
problems with T7, 5A, C3 and so on.
Example has been the JA T22 visit this last
week. Focus was on enjoying themselves
and running 15SSB - a really competitive
band which I just could not penetrate. Most
of my DX is picked up on the odd
band/modes e.g. WARC CW which they did
not efficiently run. Examples of really
accessible expeds were the OK and DL
visits to T30 and T33 or 18811 and ZL9CI.
Frankly we lesser mortals need expeds to
5W, A3, ZK2, Pitcairn and the like. No
doubt the 310 and over gang need ZK3,
10

•

Contest Reflector regarding the checking of
contest logs and the penalties associated
with errors.

When testing Y2K compliance, it's
helpful to know the Y2K limitations of
the operating system as well. MS-DOS
6.22 is "compliant with minor issues".
Microsoft has the details. Thanks: Terry
AB5K

Some of the respondents appear to take the
view that while removing points for the
QSO concerned is reasonable, penalising
errors (e.g. by removing points for 3 QSOs
for every error) is unreasonable, effectively
branding the operating concerned a "cheat".
Others take the view that you wouldn't want
to be pushed down the tables by higherscoring stations who had actually submitted
error-prone logs but who "got away" with it.
In a sense, this issue has always been with
us, but computer checking of logs has
increased the likelihood that any errors will
be picked up. There is, by the way, a
common misapprehension here that the
computer will impose the penalty. My
understanding is that this rarely, if ever, is
the case. Most contest organisers use a
system whereby the computer generates
some sort of exception report, and the
human log checkers are then left with the
final decision as to whether an error actually
occurred and should receive a penalty.

Why not simply set your computer
calendar and clock to near the rollover
date/time? Then see if your computer is
affected in any way. Then boot up
TRLog and try it and see what you get.
You may be surprised. Thanks: Dale,
kg5u

So what are these errors that generate
penalties?
From: John Unger

They fall into a number of categories, and
I'm bound to forget a few. Those who check
contests will have a long list of type of
errors that they find time and again. But
some are obvious.

<w4au@contesting.com>
Subject: [CQ-Contest] Re: Contesting in
year 2000?
Take
a
look
at:
http://www.nstl.com/html/nstl_ymark2000.h
tml

There's the typing error (or handwriting if
you are still using the old-fashioned
method!) where you hear one thing but
manage to transcribe something different.
Over a 48-hour contest there are bound to be
a few of these, especially as you start to get
tired. Either getting letters transposed,
hitting the adjacent key on the keyboard, or
whatever. One of the benefits of sending
from the keyboard is that this type of error
should be reduced, as you send what you
have typed, so there is a good chance that
the station concerned will spot that you have
his callsign wrong and send a correction.
This, at least, will be the case when you are

These guys have free software that does a
pretty thorough check of MS-DOS /
Windows computers to see if they can cope
with Y2K issues. No guarantees, YMMV,
etc., etc
73 - John, W4AU
Contest Log Checking & Penalties

Since the last Digest there has been a lot of
heat, though perhaps rather less light, on the
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hams who use computers in the shack). I
haven't received any member input on this
topic, so here is a sample of material I have
culled from the Internet. I can make no
judgement as to its accuracy.

the contest you should go back and edit
the ZLI ANJ.LOG file with a program
like DOS EDIT and correct the dates
with the global substitute feature before
submitting it. Thanks: Trey N5KO.

From: Martin Ellis ZL1ANJ

•

<jmellis@ihug.co.nz
Subject: [CQ-Contest] Re: Contesting in
year 2000? - summary
Here is a summary of the replies to this
question:
It seems that the older models of 286, 386
and 486 as used in contesting are unlikely to
be year 2000 compliant. Our main contest
programs are DOS based, and may also be
affected. Has anyone studied the ability of
CT, TR and NA to work accurately in next
year's contests? Or do we go back to paper
logs?

•

•

Further comment from ZL1ANJ:
Using CT8, I ran a few sample contacts, and
changed the dates with ALT-F. Changing
the date to 3l-Dec-1999 went in correctly.
Changing the date to 31-Dec-1990 went in
correctly. Changing the date to 31-Mar-2000
caused the QSO date to remain at today's
date. Same result with 31-Mar-00.

•

At this time I am thinking of following the
suggestions of rolling back the computer
clock. Post contest, prepare the logfile in
ASCII format, and search/replace the old
date with the correct date.
•

The year 1972 has the same calendar as
2000, so it should do the job for the
contesting crowd if all else fails, with
the help of a little search and replace
work on the year. Thanks: Dave K6LL

•

DOS will work just fine in the year 2000
- you can find all the info on the
Microsoft web page. Your computer
BIOS might not work in after the year
2000. Thanks: George K5TR

•

If you need to do this (roll back the
computer clock) as a workaround for
some kind of Y2K problem, then after
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In your case - contesting - the date
information is driven by the application,
CT, NA, etc etc. Best thing to do is
simply set the clock to next year and try
it. I have a 1982 vintage true boatanchor
PC, 8088 with 5I2K, no hard drive,
DOS 5, etc. It works like a champ with
an ancient version (pre-386 chip) of CT.
Thanks: Bill N2BC
I was in the same situation as you here
but finally decided to look for a new
CPU and motherboard. Greg K9IG
So, did you try to put the date of your
PC ahead into next century?? There
then there will be the answer if your
workaround is needed! (It seems the
same old story of putting back the PC
date for that software with expiring
date!!) Thanks: Bob I2WU
I've played a little with my 486's and
looks like things will work. If not you
are right, pick any year. 30 seconds with
a good text editor and the log to be
submitted could have the proper year
universally replaced..just have to watch
QSO # 1990 perhaps...Thanks: Charles
k3ww

•

I believe that soon there will be a CT
version for win95. Anyway if you want
to change the date, why not going back
to the beginning of the century, back to
1900 and work as if you were on 2000.
Thanks: Pedro CTIELP

•

The trick is that when setting the date,
using the DOS date command, you have
to ignore the format suggestion it gives
you. Enter the year as four digits. After
that, all DOS loggers should be happy. I
have tested TR and it accepts this
without any problem. Thanks: Tree
N6TR

T31/32 as we all do but there is plenty of
scope elsewhere! Just a thought! 73 Ian
G3KZR "

Oh yes - and assume the lesser lights do not
have Cluster and are not members of the
first division gossip network.

I don't think I can add too much more,
taking your own comments into account. I
could comment on remarks made by
someone in the Digest some editions back
about the peculiarity of some expeditions to
be elusive for individuals even if everyone
else had worked them everywhere. For
instance I had the devil of a problem finding
9MOC on HF where I was expecting at least
12 and 17m CW in the bag - but I never
once heard 9MOC above 20m and had to
rely on LF to get the 'new one'. On the other
hand 3B7RF just fell into my hands on 7
bands and I heard them well on the
remaining two! I would add that the seventh
band was 15m after I had given up trying to
break the pile up at the beginning of the
expedition. I'm sure that 15m is the band
which has the greatest concentration of high
gain antenna systems.

I hope this will help expeditioners manage
their efforts for a wider DX fraternity as
otherwise we are in danger of isolating the
first division from everyone else to the
detriment of the hobby.
73 Ian G3KZR

From Bob, GOARF: Hello Don, I found your
editorial in the CDXC Digest for May most
interesting. I would agree with your
sentiments entirely.
I hunt DX using RTTY only, but whatever
the mode, the outcome will be the same.
You could say we create the problem
ourselves. If we are successful enough to
have 300 plus confirmed, we are truly bitten
by the DX bug. That bug just eats away at
you whenever you spot a rare one, so for
some, if not most of us, the challenge is
there and we rise to it. I don't feel I am
depriving someone else from his all time
new one, merely refreshing my skills and
keeping my edge sharp for when my next
new one shows up.

Overall there seem to be three main issues:
1. DXped antenna systems good enough to
hear the lesser stns; More important than
them having a linear and also relevant to
80/160m.
2. Accessibility planned in advance i.e.
variety of bands and modes and reliability of
appearing at given times. If you don't have
PacketCluster this is important as you have
to use either pre-exped schedules or
knowledge of propagation to assess when
the exped is most likely to be coming
through. Also a second division DXer tries
to beat the Cluster effect by getting in early
when a new band/mode is started up.
FT5ZH drove me crackers because they
hopped so fast around I could never have
long enough to have a crack at them - in the
end I fell over them on 12 SSB and they
stayed long enough for me to get through. I
never did actually hear the XF4 and Malpelo
stations!

When a DXpedition travels to a rare one but
find they are restricted by a tight budget, it
does present the chasing pack with different
challenges. There will always be those in the
hunt, equipped well enough not only to hear
the weak DX but also able to put out a
signal loud enough to be heard by the DX,
even if they were only able to carry wire
antennas. Unfortunately this is the case in all
sports and hobbies, little pistols should not
see this as a disadvantage. To me this is the
trigger to try and improve on what I already
have to give myself an increased success
rate.
I would distinguish between good and bad
DXpeditions by their operating methods. A
good team will have control of proceedings
and run the operation in a uniform pattern
on air. If the DX operators stick to a fairly
rigid method, notwithstanding individual

3. Focus on target clients - i.e. if I know that
JA or W is the target I may find something
better to do than stalk the exped!
11

hope to save would be my box of
confirmation QSL cards.

styles, the chasing pack will fall in line and
work out their own strategy to get into the
log. The bad DXpeditions seem to operate
by committee, vote to change things every
few hours and often make promises they
expect other operators to keep. They often
end up losing control first and their temper
shortly after.

Always enjoy reading the digest, keep up the
good work.

QRZ CONTEST
Don Field, G3XTT

De Bob GOARF, Eard island.
From Pedro, CU2FH: CU2FH, CU2HI,
CU2IJ, CU2GD, CU2ME and CU2AHD
will be active as CU2V on the 7, 8th of
August or, if the weather conditions are bad,
on the 14, 15th of the same month, on
LOCATOR HM 77 JT. This place is a
plateau about 950 metres high on Sao
Miguel Island (Azores) and belongs to "Pico
da Vara" nature reserve. The operation will
be on both HF and VHF, with all modes
including PSK31. For further information email me at email: cu2fhpm@mail.telepac.pt
or check my Web site at www.osl.net/cu2fh

I would add here a comment about the QSL
side of DXpeditions. Jorgen,
MOAXP/OZ3CF, expressed his views in the
same digest. The QSL card remains a valued
part of the hobby, until the inevitable
introduction of electronic QSL'ing, the
responsibility of honouring the QSL
tradition should be part of the criteria for
every DX operation. As Jorgen pointed out,
award programmes like DXCC and IOTA
are totally dependent upon production of
that small piece of cardboard.
I am sure if my house was in danger of
burning down, the second thing I would

NICE TO KNOW
now ready for business!

(Most of the items in this section come from
the Internet, so are already in the public
domain. However, I include those which I
think may be of interest, or useful to refer
back to in the future. I certainly don't see all
possible sources, so do please pass on
anything you think may be of interest to
fellow members. — ed.)

The idea to create IREF was hatched during
the H75A expedition to Nicaragua and NA209. The H75A team learned in preparing
for that trip that there are precious few
resources available for IOTA expeditions.
We wanted to change that. It has taken us
nearly a year to bring this idea to reality.
So, the primary function of IREF is to raise
money in support of IOTA expeditions to
rare or new qualifying islands. At the same
time, IREF will seek to promote better
operating and prompt QSLing of the
expeditions that are sponsored. Qualified
operations will have to demonstrate that
they have a solid operating strategy that will
give the entire world a shot to work them.
IREF will also pursue incentive funding,
that is, the contribution will be made to the
expedition after certain objectives are met
by the expedition, i.e. number of QSO's,
operating time, etc. The founders feel that
this incentive funding will encourage better
operating. Of course there are exceptions to

Island Radio Expedition Foundation,

Inc.
Announcing the beginning of operations of
the Island Radio Expedition Foundation,
Inc. www.sat.netl—iref
In recent years the IOTA program has grown
steadily. There are more participants in
program now than ever before. The program
has been characterised by advances in card
checking and award updates (via disk) and
now produce a quality yearbook. It is amidst
these positive trends that I am pleased to
announce the formation of the Island Radio
Expedition Foundation, Inc. (IREF) We are
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social clubs or similar premises for their
meetings.

One matter which has been taxing me since
the last issue is that of guest operating from
the UK. CQ Contest Magazine carries a
listing of operators and stations who are
happy to host guest operators for contest
operations, either as single-op or as part of a
multi-op team. Sadly, although there are
volunteers in places like Germany, France,
Netherlands, Belgium, indeed most of the
European countries, there are none from the
UK. This was brought home to me when
two well-known overseas contesters recently
and independently put out requests for a host
station for the CQ WPX CW Contest at the
end of May. Roger, G3SXW, and I set about
trying to help these folk, but with very little
success. In the end, thanks to help from Phil
GUOSUP, who writes elsewhere in this
Digest, I was able to place Marios 5B4WN
(otherwise GOWWW) with Eric GU2FRO.
Because Eric is mainly an LF man, with
limited HF antennas, this meant Marios
putting in a single-band entry, rather than
the multiband he had hoped for, but I know
he was extremely grateful to both Phil and
Eric for being able to be QRV at all (Marios
is a junior doctor, currently working in the
UK and living in hospital accommodation
with no scope for a decent station of his
own).

Incidentally, one of the operators I referred
to was able to bring his own equipment, ad
was looking for a QTH and antennas. The
other, being on a business trip by air, would
have needed to borrow gear as well; always
an issue in terms of what happens if the
host's gear ends up being damaged.
Nevertheless, it would obviously be nice to
see a few UK amateurs or clubs willing to
host guest operators. The Guernsey Club is
obviously one; I operated there in CQWW
CW, and it was pre-booked for WPX CW
by a Belgian group, which is why Marios
ended up on Sark. If there are any other
willing volunteers (victims?) I would be
happy to publicise the fact. And, of course,
it's not just overseas visitors, but UK hams
without effective contest stations of their
own, who might appreciate the chance to
operate from a decent station, or the chance
to learn by operating alongside more
experienced contesters.
Apropos of which, I'm beginning to think
about what to do for CQWW CW this year.
There is the possibility of a big multi-op
from G, but otherwise our GU friends have
suggested the possibility of joining them in a
multi-op from the Club there. If any CDXC
members might be interested, perhaps you
would like to let me know in the first
instance, and I will try to judge the level of
interest. It could be a serious effort by
experienced operators, or maybe it could be
pitched as more of a training exercise for
those of you wanting to learn more about
multi-op.

Now I guess the reasons for the problems
are understandable. There are actually
relatively few serious HF contest stations in
the UK. Many would-be contesters have to
make do with limited power or limited
operating hours to avoid TVI problems, or
to make allowances for the rest of the
family. Those who can operate
competitively will usually be doing so, so
their station is unavailable. And, unlike in
some other countries, very few clubs have
stations of their own, most clubs just using

Y2K
I said last time that the Y2K could be of
relevance to contest ops (and, indeed, to all
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SWL NEWS Bob
Treacher, BRS 32525
(brs325250compuserve.com )
Summer must be here as I haven't had the
receiver on HF since April! All the time I
get to listen at present is spent on 50MHz.
However, there I have terrible local
S9+20dB QRM that completely obliterates
everything. It comes and goes through the
week and at weekends it's there all the time
- completely ruining both the RSGB and
UKSMG 6m contests. But enough of my
problems!

eclipse, I would recommend you visit
aug_ 1 l _eclipse_subscribe@egroups.com .

When the band has been void of QRM, I
have logged KP4BZ, but I have missed
TZ6VV, TL5A, OD5SB, A6IAJ and a good
opening to South America which provided
LU, CX and CE. There have been a few
good Sporadic E days where there has been
good propagation around Europe.
David Whitaker BRS25429 and Mick Toms
BRS31976 have both been on 6m, too, so I
have no HF news this time.
The CQWW SWL Challenge results are
now available and any CDXC listeners that
entered should have received their results
booklet by the time you receive this issue of
the Digest. July brings us the IOTA contest.
There have been 40+ entries in the last few
years and I hope that CDXC listeners give
the contest a try to boost the numbers taking
part. Even if you are not an IOTA collector,
it is a thoroughly enjoyable contest.

For those of us who forever remain
perplexed by the shifting tides of HF
propagation, there has emerged an incredible
discovery that is bound to go down as one of
the intellectual landmarks of radio history.
Not since the invention of the Yagi antenna
and not since Al Gore's invention of the
Internet has something so astounding come
forward. Read on please.

Neville Cheadle - G3NUG
Jose de Sa - CTlEEB
Taizo Arakawa - JA3AER
Don Chamberlain - W9DC
Mike McGirr - K9AJ
Buzz Jehle - NSUR
Buzz Loeschman - NSFTR

M2000A

This board will make all funding decisions.

Turning to the Millennium, I am the
Chairman of Project Echo, a sub-committee
of the Cray Valley Radio Society (CVRS).
We are working with English Heritage to
provide Britain's No.1 Millennium station
from Ranger's House, an English Heritage
property which is on the Meridian Line in
Greenwich, South East London. We have
massive sponsorship and the RA has issued
CVRS with the special event callsign
M2000A. We will have 5 stations running
simultaneously on HF, LF, 2m and 6m.
Each station will be running top-of-therange equipment provided by several wellknown retailers. I-IF antennas will be on
trailer-mounted 80ft towers. I hope this
thumbnail sketch gives the impression of a
major activity, and CVRS want YOU to be a
part of this unique event.

The officers of the Corporation are:

We want to give as many amateurs as
possible the opportunity to operate the
station and have introduced a special rate of
membership (£2.50) for those who wish to
do so - anyone that wants to operate MUST
be a member of CVRS. For this one-off
payment, there will be unlimited
opportunities to operate the station during
the two months of the special activity (from
31 December 1999 - 29 February 2000).
For more information about our aims and
aspirations, visit our Website
www.qsl.net/m2000a . Anyone who would
like to join CVRS can e-mail me at
brs32525@compuserve.com . Look for
more information about M2000A in the next
Digest.

August will see the Eclipse. I will be in
Cornwall and hope to have a receiver with
me. Although I will not be able to do the
low bands justice with a wire around a hotel
bedroom, I will be particularly interested to
see the effect that the eclipse has on low
band greyline propagation, as we will see an
artificial sunset and sunrise. For those who
want to check out the low band effects of the

every rule. IREF funding decisions will be
made by an International Board of Directors.
After considering many worthy candidates
we have selected and all-star cast. The
directors are:

If you happened to be listening to the
14,247 "DX" net a few days ago, you would
have learned about a new phenomena that is
affecting HF propagation and beam heading
shifts.

Mike Crownover AD5A - President
Michael Crownover AB5EB - Vice President
Charles Allen C.P.A. W5DV - Treasurer

Dr. DX himself, the same Alan E. Straus
WA4JTK, net-meister, was engaged in a
QSO with an HP1XVH. The HP station
was commenting to Alan that his beam
heading to the USA had been changing and
he has discovered that by pointing his beam
to EU, he can better pick up signals from the
USA. The HP explained he has had to realign his old, familiar beam headings as a
result of apparent path skewing.

We are looking for a Secretary. If you are

interested please email me.(ad5a@sat.net )
Because IREF is just starting, we are
offering special Founder certificates for
those who make significant contributions by
December 31, 1999. The levels are:
Founders Lifetime Membership - $500.00
Founders Sustaining Membership - $250.00
Founders Membership $100.00

Dr. DX, Alan WA4JTK, of course, had an
instantaneous explanation for all this. He
patiently explained that the "jet stream [!]
affects beam headings" and "at this time of
year the jet stream is further north."

Currently, IREF has no plans to offer
certificates below the $100.00 level.
As we become more stable financially we
may do something in the future. We would
also like to put out a newsletter, but that also
will have to wait until it makes financial
sense. Until we get a newsletter we will be
utilising
our
new Website,
www.sat.net/—iref (thanks to WD8MGQ) to
make announcements. The Website has
membership forms and applications for
support as well.

"You know the jet stream goes up to
100,000 to 200,000 feet [!] and changes the
propagation and angle of signals," Alan
elucidated.
With this revelation, Dr. DX Alan WA4JTK
will no doubt be on the lecture circuit and
you'll get to hear him in person expounding
on this subject at Visalia, Dayton, New
Orleans and, of course, Miami where he
lives.

We are only beginning, our web page, our
forms, our processes are in the development
stage, so please be patient with us. We will
definitely be judicious with any money you
choose to donate to IREF. Together, we will
build and organisation that you will be
proud of.

In the meanwhile, if you're anxious to get
the word on this first-handed, please contact
Alan directly at:
wa4jtk@aol.com
Or if you prefer you can read about
WA4JTK on a special web site called "The
ALAN PROJECT files" on:

NEW JET STREAM PROPAGATION?

Dear Friends in DXing:
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www.qsl.net/Ich2d/lizard/alan.html

(2...7 kW). Their goal is to simultaneous
operate CW/SSB/RTTY on all bands with
propagation. Plans call for 9 to 12 operating
positions.

...and similarly:
www.nolizards.org
You never, never know what marvellous and
wonderful things you can learn on a DX net!

Suggested frequencies are:
CW - 1831, 3510, 7010, 10111, 14025,
18071, 21025, 24891 and 28025

yours in DXing, Brian Adams, Knoxville,
Tenn
.

SSB - 1845, 3795, 7045, 14195, 14295,
18145, 21295 and 28495

R1, MALYJ VYSOTSKIJ.

RTTY - 14084

(The first 100k DXpedition? These guys
certainly mean business! - ed.)

QSL Manager is Jukka Heikinheimo,
OH2BR, Rikunkuja 4, FI-01420 VANTAA,

A press release from Jukka, OH2BR,
announced that:

FINLAND (CBA not valid). VUHF
frequencies and details will be issued by
OH5LZY in VUHF bulletins. Home page
and log check are under construction. More
news later. Expedition preparation was
started in late 1998, now all licenses are
granted, callsigns assigned and equipment
ready to be transported to the island. THIS
TEAM IS DETERMINED TO ESTABLISH
MASSIVE PRESENCE ON THE BANDS!
BE PREPARED!

"A joint Finnish-Russian team of 25
operators will show serious activity from
Malyj Vysotskij Island in July on all bands
HF to UHF. The team has been issued the
callsign R1MVA. In the IARU Contest a
special short callsign RIMV will be used."
Activity will be from July 4-15th. The joint
Finnish-Russian team includes: 8 operators
from Finland (OH2BR, OH5BM, OH5LZY,
OH5NE, OH5PT, OH5SC, OH5UX and
OH5YB) and 17 operators from the wellknown Russian contest team RU1A
(RU1AA, RW1AC, RV1AW, RX1AA,
RNIAM, UA1BX, RAIACJ, UA LANA,
RV1AC, RU I AS, UA I AAF, RAIARZ,
UAIACC, RA1ARJ, RA1AIP, Alex and
Vadim). The modes of operation will be:
CW, SSB, RTTY, MS, EME, tropo (Aurora
not wanted, hi!) Their HF equipment
includes:

DX Hall of Fame
(the following appeared in The Daily DX
has been abridged as it was quite long.
Congratulations to Wayne - ed.)

At this years DX Dinner at Dayton Wayne
Mills, N7NG, was announced as the newest
member of the CQ DX Hall of Fame. The
following write up was supplied by Bob
Cox, K3EST, from the CQ Committee.

FT-1000MP+DVS-2 (7), FT-1000D (1), TS940 (1) plus some spares. Signals will be
boosted by six linear amplifiers. Additional
accessories include Dunestar filters and Heil
Sound Pro headsets. HF antennas include:
Inverted L's for 160 and 80 meters, 3
element beams for 40, 30 and 12 meters, 4
element beams for 20 and 17 meters, 5
element beam for 15 meters, 7 element
beam for 10 meters and also an A3S,
A3WS, R-7000 and wires antennas. They
will have seven towers (10...20 m high) with
Yaesu rotators. They will have 6 generators

DX Hall of Fame : NEW MEMBER 1999
Wayne Mills, N7NG
(nominated by the Yasme Foundation)
Wayne Mills was born in October, 1942 in
Palo Alto, California. He obtained his first
license in March, 1953. He was given the
callsign KN6ALH. Since then he has held:
K6ALH, W7JFG, N7NG, ZLOAFZ,
ZLOAFZ/9, 3D2NG, T32BT, HB9/N7NG,
OH2/N7NG, ZS/N7NG, V5/N7NG/ZA1A,
P4ONG, P4/N7NG, FOOMWA. In addition,
14

If you want to visit Guernsey for a contest or
for a holiday, you too could experience this
phenomenon. But, if you do, PLEASE
notify me, as I have to handle the QSL cards
for the GU and MU series of calls! I
frequently have to return cards either to the
RSGB HQ, or to the sender, simply because
I have no forwarding route. (Why do so
many people object to their details being
published in the callbook?).

of a GU call, plus a bit of apathy, and
wonder that there any on at all!
If you fancy experiencing the DX status of
this lovely Island, then please do so. You
will be made more than welcome at the
club, and could even run a contest of your
choosing from there. A well-organised effort
could get a serious placing in the top
contests!
Anyway, that's enough from me. If you want
to know more about working from
Guernsey, drop me an email.

And now perhaps you can begin to
understand why there are so few GU's on the
bands regularly. Add to that the fact that
some simply do not realise the significance

Best 73 for now de Phil GUOSUP.

GB1OORN
To mark the centenary on the 14th July, of
the first ever wireless transmissions to be
received by an Admiralty ship in 1899, the

On July 14th 1899, Marconi reported that he
was picking up the first signals ever
received by a Naval ship, that were
emanating from The Needles Wireless
Telegraphy Station at Alum Bay some 87
miles away. This was the first public

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Army Cadet
Force and The West Wight Radio Society,

are pleased to announce that the
Radiocommunications Agency has agreed to
the setting up and operation of a special
event wireless station at Alum Bay, to
commemorate the occasion.
This special dispensation has been granted
to enable a re-enactment of the world's first
radio signals, which were received by
Guglielmo Marconi when he was on board
the Royal Navy cruiser HMS JUNO. These
transmissions by Marconi's assistant George
Kemp had emanated from The Needles
Wireless Telegraph Station located at Alum
Bay, Isle of Wight.
Throughout 1897-99 the Navy had followed
Marconi's demonstrations of wireless to the
public with interest, and requested that
equipment be installed on two of their
warships for the duration of impending
naval manoeuvres scheduled for the July
and August of 1899. On July 9th Marconi
boarded the cruiser HMS JUNO which lay
at Devonport Dockyard, and installed the
first wireless on a naval vessel. A second
set was put aboard ready for installation on
the battleship HMS ALEXANDRA for
when the two vessels later rendezvoused in
Torbay.

exchange of signals by radio between
civilian and Royal Naval vessels- As a

direct result of these successful
transmissions, the Admiralty immediately
ordered a third wireless system to be
installed on the cruiser HMS EUROPA
before the manoeuvres commenced. This
was the birth of the complex systems of
Royal Naval wireless communications,
which from this early beginning has grown
to predominate sea warfare today.
The special event station has been issued
with the "crown reserved" callsign GB100
RN (Royal Navy.) The station operators will
be drawn from cadets from all three armed
forces, and under the strict supervision of
licensed radio Amateurs. With the cooperation of the Royal Navy and the navies
of our NATO allies, an attempt will be made
to contact admiralty ships, shore bases and
other NATO vessels on station throughout
the world. The operation will overseen on
site by Commander A. Adams RN
(Commander RN Fleet) CINCFLEET.
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We have just had a visit from a group of
Belgians, and a visit from GOWWW Marios,
(who went to Sark, courtesy of Eric,
GU2FRO), for the CW leg of the WPX
contest. Both enjoyed being called by some
fairly rare DX, which they said would never
have called them at home. Even the welltravelled Don Field got called by some good
DX when he visited for the CQWW CW.

that he was calling CQ de WB8***.
But what about the rest of the time? Well,
not much different to the above really! I had
a RTTY sked with VK3AMK on 20m at
0800 UTC one Saturday in May, and we had
a good long chat for about 20 minutes
before the band started to fade. We both said
73, and closed. After that it was amazing. I
sat and watched for about 15 minutes, and
what I saw was enough to put you off radio
for life. Some were calling me. Some were
calling Jeff. Some were even calling us both.
But - none of them gave either of us a
chance to reply! Even if I had wanted to
work a few, I couldn't have got in sideways.

In a contest, it can be great, I have to admit,
and the GU callsign is equivalent to running
a kilowatt through a 6-element beam. In the
BARTG RTTY contest earlier this year, I
had a great deal of fun on 10m, being called
by a string of JA's, VK's and a YB, and all
before 1000UTC.

In an email from Jeff, I learnt that I was
being called by a string of Asians as well,
but I couldn't hear any of that.

However, among all this excellent DX are
the usual bunch of casual workers who so
desperately need GU for a new one, that
they are prepared to forget the protocol we
are used to, and just get carried away by the
moment. Occasionally, it can prove better to
work them and get them out of the way, but
usually they don't listen to what is going on,
and simply make a nuisance of themselves.

There are times when I would dearly love to
have a simple QSO with someone, but this
usually ends up with me sending UR RST
599, Next please! Can you imagine the noise
that results when I get together with another
rare station? I once came across a J28
station going through the motions of tuningup, so I gave him a call, and we had a QSO
for about 15 minutes. Then, when I had
signed with him, the noise was amazing. If I
hadn't got in when I did, I would never have
made it into his log.

Can you imagine what it is like to be
amongst the pile-up calling an exotic
station, who then asks "everyone quiet, only
the GU to call"!
In a recent contest, I was trying so hard to
work a ZL2. Each time I asked him to repeat
his exchange, I got called by an IK station,
and when I asked him to stand by, he tried to
give me a report. Not once, but THREE
times on the trot. I also wonder why he has
to send my call 6 times, followed by his own
just the once?

Of course, there is a plus side! And it is the
fact that QSLs are generally easier to get. I
have to admit that this is the best bit about
being a GU. I am more likely to get a card
from the rare DX station than a simple G
call. They NEED me as much as I need
them. However, there are the exceptions to
this rule! Being known on RTTY also helps
when DXpeditions contain RTTY
contesters. They often recognise me, and
will pick out my call more readily. I have a
good few cards from places like 3A that
were gained in this way.

Because I have a meagre station, I usually
go "search & pounce" for the first hours,
simply to increase the multipliers. This can
often result in the calling station losing his
frequency to a whole load of stations calling
me! I guess that can be annoying for them
too, especially when they have little choice
but to concede the frequency! On one
occasion, I sat and just watched the mayhem
after I had called a WB8 station. For a full
10 minutes they called me, despite the fact

Don't forget - not only am I a GU, but I am
also an IOTA, and a WAB. It is so
exhilarating when I get called by some rare
DX who then asks me for QSL information!
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Wayne has operated from 4UIITU,
4UOITU, P4OV, FOOXX, 3D2AM,
AH3C/KH51, XF4L, ZS9Z/ZS I, 9MOS, and
V5 1 Z. He knows what it's like to be on the
DX end of the pileup. Those of us who
have worked him in those pileups know that
he is one of the best.

Revillagigedo (XF4) group in 1989.
1990 was a big year for Wayne. He made
two trips to the Pacific, Jarvis Island
(AH3C/KH5J) and Conway Reef (3D2AM).
In November he made his way to Africa on
the DXpedition to Penguin Island (ZS9Z/l).
The next year, 1991, Wayne was nominated
by ARRL to be the American representative
to the ZA1A education and operation project
in Albania. (Since that time Wayne has
always kept a bag packed for a quick
getaway.) In 1993, he went with the
DXpedition to the Spratly Islands (9M05).

Wayne understands both sides of a pileup.
He started DXing in 1956, while in Junior
High School. For nine years his DXing was
limited to 20 CW only. That's because his
home built gear didn't operate on any other
bands. His school friends, K6ZJU and
WA6AUE (now W6EU) were fellow
participants in the DX chase. Wayne spent
most of the sixties studying electrical
engineering at the University of California at
Davis, California. He found some time to
work the occasional DXpedition. He
observed the deeds and misdeeds of the
DXpeditioners of the time, and met the
major players at meetings of the Northern
California DX Club which he joined in
1965. Wayne is still a member of the
NCDXC--and the Northern California
Contest Club.

Today, Wayne is a member of the DXCC
Number 1 Honor Roll. After he returned
home from the teaching and operating
project in Tirana, Albania, he worked his
last needed country. That was on his
birthday in 1991. The last country?
Albania, and the station was ZA1A.
In recent years, Wayne has made his mark in
contests. He was a part of the group at
P4OV that set the world record CQ WW
SSB Multi-Multi in 1988. In 1990 it was a
record Multi-Single. He set the Single
Operator 20m CW world record in 1991.
Wayne says that he enjoys operating in the
ARRL CW DX contest from Wyoming, but
he considers himself much more of a DXer
than a contester.

It was in 1977 when Wayne applied for and
received his present callsign, N7NG. His
new business demanded most of his efforts
and attention, but he found time for his DX
passions. Then in 1983, he saw an
advertisement in the West Coast DX
Bulletin for operators to go to Clipperton
Island. He thought he might like to do that.
Then he thought otherwise and forgot about
it. During a Christmas visit to California,
Wayne talked to Bob Vallio, W6RGG. Bob
asked if Wayne wanted to go to Clipperton.
Wayne had thought about this before and
immediately answered, "yes." That trip
ended in failure in Manzanillo, Mexico.
Wayne eventually made it to Clipperton and
the FOOXX DXpedition in 1985, and a
return visit in 1986. That gave him a taste
of "the other end." Wayne wanted more of
the same. A trip to Auckland Island (ZL9)
with Ron, ZLIAMO, and Roly, ZL1BQD,
followed in 1988, and he was invited by
Martti Laine, OH2BH to join the

What are Wayne's plans for the future? In
his own words, "My wife and I are planning
to start sending the kids to college, and will
probably be a little more selective when it
comes to travelling, but I intend to keep at it
for the foreseeable future, especially during
the winter months..."
SEANET

Gerald, V85GA, has written to me with
details of the SEANET (South East Asia
Network) Convention and Contests. It's too
late for the CW contest, but the SSB event
will be held on 21/22 August (48 hours from
0000 GMT),160-10 metres, working stations
in the SEANET countries for points. Results
will be announced at the Convention, which
15

this year will take place between 19 th and
21'1 November in Brunei. Gerald is keen to
see more UK participation in the contest,
and perhaps more UK visitors to the
Convention while airfares to Asia are so
low. The SEANET itself continues to meet
daily on 14.320 MHz at 1200 GMT. Gerald
can be reached at Gerald@brunet.bn and full
contest details are available at
http://www.geocities.com/Area5 I /Hollow/4
283/seanet.html
LOGGER
The following message appeared on the
PacketCluster, from Bill G3MCS: Hello
there is a new logging/clus etc prog on the
Internet that will convert ur Turbolog files.
It's called LOGGER. Go to
http//www.itis.net/golist/links.htm and you
can download it free. Well worth a look.

Originally licensed in the 1930's as
W4DVL.

active role in keeping these organisations
financial viable.

In the 1950's and 60's he operated from
many African countries including: 5V4MY,
6L6MY, FL8MY, VQ9MY, TY2MY,
4W I MY plus many others. McKercher was
a board of director of YASME and a life
member of the ARRL. Condolences to the
McKercher family.

2. If you are already a member of the
national society, then apply/update the
award that they sponsor. Again, it doesn't
matter if you want the certificate, what
matters are your application fees. These fees
help offset the cost of the program. Buy the
pin or the banner. Chances are you have
enough money laying around the house to
pay for an annual update for DXCC or
IOTA or whatever your favourite award is.

Also, Dr Miklos Dank& HA8XX, is a silent
key. He operated from Auckland, Chatham,
Niue, South Cook, West and East Kiribati
(passed on by G4JVG, from the Hungarian
ARS magazine).
VISALIA CONVENTION 2000
The Holiday Inn in Visalia, where the
International DX Convention is being held
(in the year 2000), has a new area code. To
make early reservations call 559-651-5000.

1 also received an e-mail from Phil
GUOSUP, recommending the same
program: "LOGGER can import Turbolog
files (but only up to version 2), as well as
any ADIF types. It does all the data modes,
CW, PSK, satellites, DX Cluster, Telnet,
shows greyline, tracks awards, does IOTA,
WAS, WAZ etc. It will work RTTY with a
TU (but not the "smart" ones, e.g. PK232),
and automatically "sees" any soundcard, so
you can run PSK. It has it's own PSK
interface, so you can grab callsigns, and
create macro's.

COOK HOME PAGE.
Doug, N6RT, reports that the new home
page of the IRC #CQDX Chat channel (with
real-time spots from DX Summit) is now:
http://dx.qsl.netkqdx
The new page includes a Java-based IRC
applet which you can try out if you have
been curious about #CQDX but did not want
to download and install any software.

I did discover that you need to do a great
deal of setting up, but I expected that. The
version I got didn't know what a 2E1 or 2E0
callsign was, but that is now in the process
of being fixed.

Palestine-The Original Entity
(From DX Reflector)
Little known in DX circles these days was
the former policy of the ARRL DXCC
program to accept as Palestine, 4X stations
who operated in the city of Jerusalem prior
to April 1, 1960.

For me, this may well be the ultimate
logging program!
SILENT KEYS

DXCC Notes in QST, April 1960 states
"DXCC credit, for some years, has been
given for the Palestine listing on those
stations operating in the city of Jerusalem
and those stations operating in the UN Truce

Dick McKercher, WOMLY, passed away on
31 May. Dick had worked some 380 DXCC
countries and had consistently been one of
the top DXers on the DXCC Annual List.

4. Join your local DX club and pay your
dues annually. Many DX clubs also
contribute to worthy operations and many
sponsor their own trips to DX destinations.
5. Contribute to DXpeditions personally.
Just sent them a check. Try making it big
enough to cover the cost for your QSO's.
6. Support a DX magazine or newsletter.
DXing needs forums for expression and
information. How else would you be reading
this excellent article, hi.
The point here is that without grassroots
investment, DXing will not prosper or grow.
We have it in our power to make DXing a
stable component of our hobby. As
previously mentioned, we already get the
end product of DXing, i.e. awards, QSOs,
QSLs, etc. at below cost. Let's not take it for
granted.

3. If you are already a member of the
organisation and you dutifully update
annually, find an expedition oriented
foundation to contribute to. There are many,
such as the Northern California DX
Foundation and 1NDEXA for DXCC
focused expeditions or the newly formed
Island Radio Expedition Foundation (1REF)
that supports expeditions to new or rare
islands in the IOTA program. These
organisations provide fund raising focal
points that generally help sponsor quality
DXpeditions. Many of which would not
happen without support from these
organisations.

So get your chequebook out and join,
support or contribute to some of these
programs/organisations that help provide
with DX that we so love to chase. You will
feel good about being a part of the solution
and will be helping to insure the health of
DXing.

DXing in Guernsey!
Phil Cooper GUOSUP

As a newcomer to CDXC, perhaps I should
start by introducing myself!

an MFJ 948 ATU. For RTTY I use a
BARTG Multyterm, and also an old ST5MC
from them. I use the ST5MC together with
WF1B software for contesting, and the
Multyterm for general work. I find this suits
me well.

The name is Phil Cooper, and the call is
GUOSUP, and I have just joined CDXC.
This was as a result of a visit by Don Field,
who came over for the CQWW CW contest
last year.

I am also the ONLY GU regularly active on
RTTY. To give you some idea of the level
of activity from Guernsey, there are over
100 licensed amateurs here, but of these
only about 20 are active, and fewer are on
regularly.

My main activity is on RTTY, and I am also
chasing DXCC, IOTA and WAS on this
mode. My station is very small, but I get a
certain amount of enjoyment in the fact that
I get all over the world with only 50 watts
into a half-sized G5RV. It does have its
limitations in that I can't work 80m very
well, but I do get some choice DX on the
other bands.

Well, I wonder if you have ever given any
thought as to what it might be like to work
the bands from GU?
Oh yes! It can be great fun for visitors who
come for a contest, or even for a holiday.

My rig is a Yaesu FT900 attached through
16
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return. That return may not come in the form
of money, but rather the return may simply
be intrinsic, i.e., personal satisfaction,
working pile-ups, competing in a contest,
earning an award, etc. Likewise, if there is
no investment, i.e., no one on the bands,
then it is not likely that we will turn the
radio on just to hear a bunch of white noise.
Without investment, the ham radio
economy, if you will, will suffer severe
recession. How do we keep the DX circle of
life going?

the amount of money you spend on
"ordinary entertainment" into DXing this
year? I am not talking about postage stamps
or QSL cards; these kinds of costs are
expenses, not investment. I am talking about
investment, investment in the DX structure
that helps make things happen.
We are told by many of the radio
organisations around the world that the
DXing population is a small piece of the
Radio Amateur pie. Additionally we are told
that the number is diminishing and may not
warrant the current level of investment in
the future. While I can't dispute the numbers
given, I have a gut feeling that tells me that
the DXing population, whether they apply
for awards or not, account for a much larger
piece of the ham radio economic pie than
whoever else makes up the rest. After all,
who is buying these $2,000 - $3,000 radios?
These facts notwithstanding, what can we
do, as DXers, to stimulate the DX economy
and help ensure its prosperity? I am not
talking about the economy of the radio
manufacturers, although we should buy a
new rig every now and then so that these
companies can stay in business, I'm talking
about the number of stations on the band to
work. I'm talking about the number of times
in a year that a group of guys get together
and go to that hard to get to place so the
"deserving" can get a QSO.

Unless you've had your head in the sand the
last few years, you know that the DXCC
program, the IOTA program and I am sure
that there are others that I am not aware of,
are under continuous scrutiny by their
sponsoring organisation. Revenues
generated by these programs generally do
not cover the cost to maintain them. In other
words, the participants in these programs are
getting a good deal. You get to participate in
these programs at an expense below what it
costs to put it on. How long would Ford
Motor Company be in business if they were
forced to sell their vehicles below cost? To
minimise the loss these programs generate,
application fees have been increased, costs
cut, etc. How long can these programs lose
money until they are discontinued?
Additionally, there are generally too few
dollars available to offset the high cost of
DXpeditioning. We know that these budgets
easily reach $30,000 for a semi-rare
destination with enough operators to operate
around the clock and can exceed $300,000
for a major expedition like Heard Island.
Based on their budget and the number of
QSO's made on the DXpedition, a QSO
with Heard Island carried a cost of around
$3.75 each. The recent ZL9CI expedition
cost per QSO was something over $2.00
each. Now consider the value of the
enjoyment you received by working these
operations. That is, the time listening,
calling, bragging, receiving the QSL card
etc. and compare it with the cost of dinner at
your favourite restaurant or a night at the
theatre or the baseball game. Did you invest

If you don't care about programs like DXCC
and IOTA or working DXpeditions like
VKOIR or ZL9CI, there is no reason to read
any further. However if you enjoy working
the DX that these programs encourage and
that DXpeditions provide, invest in them.
How can I invest you say? Below are some
good DX investment ideas.
1. Join your national society if you are not a
member. It doesn't matter whether or not
you want the magazine or the pin or that you
have disagreements with the way they voted
at the last WARC convention. What matters
are that these organisations produce
incentives for DX and, if you like to chase
DX, it is in your best interest to take an
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Supervisory Sector bordering the city of
Jerusalem. Effective April I, 1960 no
further crediting toward the Palestine listing
will be made for confirmations from those
stations operating in the Israeli section of the
city of Jerusalem. Confirmations for
contacts with stations operating from the
UN Truce Supervisory Sector bordering the
city of Jerusalem will continue to be
credited toward the Palestine listing, as will
confirmations for contacts made prior to
April 1, 1960 with stations operating in the
Israeli section of the city of Jerusalem."

k4cia@mindspring.com
Propagation

Doug Brandon, N6RT, has come up with a
new propagation web page that really
deserves a look. After many days of hard
work the page auto reads WWV every 3
hours, includes a three day SFT and A-index
forecast, checks for major flares every I5
mins, updates the Penticton Observatory SFI
Measurement at 17:00, 20:00 and 23:00Z.
This page also includes a real time MUF
map, auroral ovals of the North and South
poles and more. Check out the page at

Dig back in the card file to see if you might
have Palestine and not know it. My contact
with 4X4KP in Jerusalem on February 2,
1960 counted as >Palestine (many years
ago!) Maybe some of The Deserving have
one too. If you do find one and plan to
submit it, Bill K5FUV says to make special
mention of it on the application.
Good DXing!

http://dx.qsl.net/proonation

For Sale: Explorer 1200, as new, 4 months

old. Very little use. Still under warranty. All
sensible offers considered. Tel: 01446
413379 or e-mail gw3cba@tesco.net

Bill McDowell, K4CIA

A Contester's bream
CQ is proud to announce a new

CQ WW Cb-Rom
Now all in one place:
* All CQ WW results as published in CQ from 1948 -1997
Yearly updates available.
* CQ Zone map + Country Zone locations
* The CQ WW Handbook
Containing searchable CQ WW records for every country in the
world! And much more.
Only $29.00 ($25.00 + $4.00 s/h) within the U.S.A.
or $30.00 ($25.00 + $5.00 s/h) outside the U.S.A.
A fter expenses, proceeds from the CD will go to promote contesting through the CQ WW Contest
Committee. You can order by visiting <http://www.cqww.com > or
<http://www.championradio.com > look for publications.
or within the US Call toll free: (888) 833-3104
or send a check or money order made out to:
Champion Radio Products, P.O.Box 2034, El Macero, CA 95618 USA.
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GENERAL TOPICS
A Week on Nauru Island
Roger Western, G3SXW, C21SX
Who:
When:
Where:

Roger Western, G3SXW/C21SX + Bob Henderson, G3ZEM/C21ZM
27th February until 7 th March 1999
Od 'N Aiwo Hotel, Nauru Island, Central Pacific
0"32' degrees South, 166"56' East; GMT +12 hours
30 miles South of the equator; 900 miles West of the date-line
CO Zone 31, ITU zone 65
IARU Locator: RI39LL, IOTA reference: 0C-031
Air Travel: G >PA >9M2 >DU >KH2 >C21 >V6 >KH2> DU> VR2 >UK
Five flight check-ins, ten take-offs and landings with three airlines
Stations:
two TS570D's, TL922 and MLA2500 amplifiers, ETM9C keyers,
two laptop computers running CT (K1 EA) in DXpedition mode
Antennas:
TB3 tribander (14 / 21 / 28 MHz) at 60 feet
A3WS tribander (10 / 18 / 24) at 60 feet
HF2V vertical (3.5 / 7) with elevated, resonant radials at 50 feet
Vee dipole (1.8) at 60 feet
Mode:
100% CW
Contacts:
total 20,000, about 10,000 each operator
average 1,250 per operator per day, 111 OSOs per operating hour
Band DSOs
160
80
40
30
20
17
15
12
10
Total

220
421
2222
2216
2452
2895
4351
2777
3109
20663

Percentage per band by Continent
N.Am Asia Eur
Oc
S.Am Af
34.1
54.5
0.0 11.4
0.0 0.0
37.3 55.8
1.9
5.0
0.0 0.0
14.5 42.7 41.0
1.3
0.3 0.3
14.7 29.2 53.4
1.2
0.9 0.6
12.9 26.5 56.7
1.5
1.9 0.4
28.0 37.8 31.7
1.1
1.1
0.2
33.3 38.2 24.7
1.7
1.9 0.1
54.2 30.2
13.2
1.0
1.3 0.1
68.2 25.3
4.1
0.7
1.7 0.0
34.3 33.8 28.9
1.4
1.3 0.2

1.1
2.0
10.7
10.7
12.0
14.0
21.1
13.4
15.0

100.0

Daily QS0s:
Date
Feb 26 (part)
Feb 27
Feb 28
Mar 1
Mar 2
Mar 3
Mar 4
Mar 5
Mar 6
Mar 7 (part)
TOTAL

C21SX

C21ZM

TOTAL

0
1935
1834
1114
777
992
1106
582
1387
482

30
2005
1756
1154
614
874
1041
1263
1409
311

30
3940
3590
2268
1391
1866
2147
1845
2796
793

10209

10457

20666
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amounting to over 580,000 square
kilometres, bounded by South Africa to the
south and south-east, Namibia to the west
and Zimbabwe to the north-east.

The majority of visitors come to Botswana
to see and photograph the wildlife. Probably
the best time to visit is from June to late
September.

The capital is Gaborone.

The following are brief notes on some of the
centres.

The population of Botswana is about a
1,400,000 who mainly live on the eastern
side of the country.

Okavango Delta.
Maun is the main centre for exploring the
delta. The following offer facilities.
Xaxaba Camp, Khwai River Lodge, Moremi
Wildlife Reserve.
Chobe National Park.
Savuti, Kasane.
Khutse Game Reserve
Gemsbok National Park
Tsodilo Hills

Botswana is not unlike a shallow sand filled
saucer, tilted towards the north-east. The
average elevation is 1000 metres above sea
level.
Extending across two-thirds of the country
is the Kalahari, a vast area, much of which is
semi-arid.
In the northern area of the Kalahari is the
third largest river in southern Africa; the
Okavango. On reaching Botswana, the river
runs into a lake in the north-east and spreads
towards Maun.

Additional information can be obtained
from the Botswana Tourist Information
Office at:Tourist Dept.
PRIVATE BAG 0047
GABORONE
BOTSWANA.
Telephone + 267 353 024

This area of Botswana - the Okavango Delta
-is rich in game and birdlife attracting many
overseas visitors.

INVESTING IN DX
Mike Crownover AD5A
Investing in DX may not create a lot of
excitement as a lead story in the Wall Street
Journal. I haven't seen many stock offerings
for DX related ventures. Nonetheless, if
DXing is to prosper and hold our interest,
investment is required. Amateur Radio is a
hobby and we must always keep that in
mind. It is not a market that will support the
lifestyles of the rich and famous. However,
DXing as a part of Amateur Radio, is a
component of the hobby from which many
of us derive countless hours of enjoyment.
Whether we are planning a DXpedition or
planning to work some rare DX, making
those sought after QSO's invades our
thoughts. For many of us it is more than just
a hobby, it is a life style or as some have
said, an obsession. DX awaits us on the
bands like a loyal pet dog that loves for you
to chase him. You might say that we take it

for granted. We assume that if we need a
new band country or work a new island, it
will be there sooner or later. We assume that
someone will one day go to that place we
need for our next award endorsement. Well,
maybe not. Like the pet dog, if you don't
feed him, get him his shots and provide
shelter, he will not be there long.
I am certainly not an economist, but we all
must understand and accept that Amateur
radio and DXing in particular are not
immune to economic fundamentals. For us
to enjoy working that new one, the amateur
that made your QSO possible made an
investment. Whether an investment of time,
money or both, no matter, that person made
a choice to be on the radio at the expense of
time spent doing other things. Reasonable
people will typically continue to make
investments, as long there is an acceptable
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small and would give me an indication of
what any problem was if I had difficulties
loading the antenna.

called CQ - and I was in business.
7MHz

Key - Coax - Wire antenna - radials - coax
couplers and plugs - headphones propagation schedules - great circle map licence -fuses - mu ltimeter - self
amalgamating tape - insulators.

Hours Operating
QSOs per Hour

Final QSO totals:10MHz
14MHz
28MHz

358 QSO
304 QSO
388 QSO
217 QSO

36 Countries
43 Countries
27 Countries
33 Countries.

By Country:

Attica - Ant - Asia - Eur - NA — Oc.- S.A.
4
244
87
3 8 10
1
12 265
19 1
2
1
232 24 124 2 5
0
24 180
6 0 6

7MHz 2
10
10
14
0
28
1

The coax and antenna wire was packed in
one of the suitcases. The pole - insulators connectors - plugs were packed in a plastic
tube cut from a length of plastic drainpipe
and sealed each end. All the other items I
took in my hand luggage.

I spent 6 evenings operating - one evening I
stayed up to 0330 local but the bands were
VERY poor indeed.

The IARU liaison officer for Botswana was
very helpful. From him I received the
address and FAX number of the Botswana
Telecommunications Office to write to for
my licence. I sent them a FAX with details
of my previous licence - a copy of my
current licence and on payment of 50 Pula
my licence was posted to my son's address.

On the last day there I spent the majority of
the time on 28MHz -operating when there
was no other family activity and finally
closing down in the late evening after a spell
on 10 and 7MHz.
Our flights were at 1400 the next day which
gave plenty of time to take the antenna down
and pack everything away for the journey
home.

I operated from my son's home, located 15
miles north of the capital Gaborone.

Was there anything that I should have taken
- perhaps a 'notebook' computer for logging
but with only just under 1300 QSO's
duplicates were not a problem - neither was
the writing of QSL's. If I go back and spend
more time operating then I will seriously
consider taking one with me. Apart from
that there was nothing that I considered I
had forgotten!

So how did things work out?
When we arrived - one piece of luggage
missing - the tube with the pole and antenna
bits and pieces!! No need to worry
!I)
( 1 11

I am pleased to say that the airline located it
within 6 hours and 'phoned to say it was
waiting collection in Gaborone!!
The antenna was erected easily and the
SWR on the three bands excellent - I was in
business!!!!

Thoroughly enjoyed operating from
Botswana again and who knows for the
future - my son was trying to persuade me to
visit and 'do' a contest from there!!!!

The antenna worked really well with some
excellent signal reports from W6 on the long
path on 14MHz. What was surprising was
the poor conditions on 7MHz to western
Europe while signals from IA on that band
were excellent.

From the direct QSLs that I have already
received I know that I have given a few
people a new country, in other cases a new
band. All direct QSLs received to date have
been answered and are in the mail. Maybe
see you again, in the not too distant future
from A2.

On the last day that I was there I had a look
on the other bands during the day and
28MHz was open to Europe. Using the
Autek I checked the SWR on 28MHz and
was surprised to find it was only 6:1 !!
Using the tuner I loaded up the antenna -

Background notes - BOTSWANA.

Botswana
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is

a land-locked Country'

USA
JA
UA
UA9
DL
UR
SP
I
VE
OK

6554
5819
1089
711
650
617
479
392
378
362

91.5
111.6
OH
HA
G
OM
YU
HL
SM
PY
VK
9A

94.2
111.0
329
206
166
162
156
152
148
138
119
117

185.7
111.3
LZ
F
EA
ON
LU
YO
S5
ZL
OE
KL

111

89
87
81
80
77
76
76
66
61

DXCC:
First OSO:

Total 132 worked
World
4Z5AX
Japan
JA5CEX
USA
W6SRU
Europe
OK1 RD
S. America PY2OW
UK
G3WVG
Most QSOs: Our two stations operating on nine bands = 18 possible contacts
Congratulations to these REALLY serious DXers:
18
ZL1MH
16
JAODAI, JA6UBK
14
JE4WKR, JK1UVP, UAOFE
13
A45XR, JA3REK, JA8BNP, JA8BZL, JF5LWJ, JH1EIG, JI1NIB, UAOLH
Choosing Nauru

air travel and a suitable hotel. The time to be
invested in advance preparations and in
travelling (no long sea journeys) would be
feasible, as well as the logistics. After all,
some countries are far more difficult than
others to get the necessary permissions and
to travel to. We did not have a lot of time to
spend on developing such a project.

Why did we go to Nauru? Firstly because it
is rare in Europe, especially on CW. We do
our own DXing from home, in England, and
feel a sense of excitement about DXCC
countries which are rare for us. When a W7
or JA friend suggests that we DXpedition to
ZB2 or to GU because it is still so rare in
their country it just does not make the
adrenaline flow for us. After all, such
countries are not rare to us and are close by.

Thirdly, because Nauru seemed a far-off,
exotic location. Its indigenous population
would have its own culture and way of life
which would prove very interesting.
Meeting people from other countries is a
major reason for travelling and a big bonus
to the pile-ups.

Plenty of time had been spent day-dreaming
about the Pacific islands in recent years but
we decided to wait for sunspots to increase
so that we could be more sure of being able
to make QSOs with UK. Feeling now that
band conditions were OK for such a trip we
chose a part of the Pacific Ocean where the
path to West Europe does not cross the
auroral zone, again increasing our chances
of having good openings on the bands.

Logistics
We were really lucky to find that we could
use e-mail to set things up with Nauru
Telecoms for the licence; with Ruben,
C21RK, for general advice and help before
the trip and shipping antennas, and with Air
Nauru for schedules and ticketing. Excess
baggage charges would be very high if we

Secondly, because this expedition would be
achievable, especially transmitting licences,
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were caught at check-in so we decided to
airfreight all our antennas and coax in
advance. Even so we travelled with nearly
100KGs of luggage but managed to avoid
being charged by the airlines. Ruben
provided locally two support poles for the
beams and a ladder to help installing
antennas. The hotel roof is flat and close to
the sea with take-off to Europe. The two
stations were set up side-by-side in a hotel
bedroom on the top floor.

operating tactics, and to catch up with a pile
of ham radio magazines. Jet-lag is a problem
but can be minimised by sleeping a lot and
always moving your watch forward right
after take-off so that you cheat yourself in to
believing it is already the new time. We
were really impressed with the new and very
attractive airport terminals at Kuala Lumpur,
Hong Kong and Guam.
Propagation

Our first priority was to work Europe. We
knew from propagation predictions that this
would be mostly night-time operating
(daytime in Europe). Two weeks before our
operation the solar flux had peaked at over
200 with fantastic conditions. As it turned
out we were not so lucky, with flux around
130 -140. On the third day we had a
disturbance which slowed QSO rates for a
day or so.

The biggest single problem in setting up the
project was airline ticketing. Air Nauru
(with its one 737 jet) flies from Manila to
Nauru twice-weekly but the airlines
connecting UK to Manila have no inter-line
agreement with Air Nauru. We therefore
needed two completely separate tickets
which meant luggage could not be checked
through all the way, providing the extra risk
of Philippines customs problems. Also, had
there been any problem making the
connection in Manila neither airline would
take responsibility for us or our luggage. In
addition, formulating an itinerary that fitted
airline schedules and provided about the
right amount of time on the island was quite
difficult. Our original intention of a 10 - 12
day absence from family and work turned in
to 15 days. We had to choose between only
five or nine days on Nauru (we chose nine
of course) and also allow for over two full
days and nights travelling each way.

To say 'Europe' is of course a
generalisation. Even this small continent
exhibited major variations in openings. The
path to Eastern Europe, particularly UA and
UR, was excellent for long periods with
loud signals, starting from around 05 GMT.
Signals arrive a little later from central
Europe but the openings to north-west
Europe were brief and with weak signals.
We struggled to work our friends back home
in UK and this was mostly only on 30, 20,
17 and 15 metres.

Travel

The long-path provided the best signals to
West Europe but with much smaller pileups. We found it difficult to learn when to
switch from long to short-path because the
beams had no rotators. To turn the beams
we had to go to the roof and pull them
around, a five-minute task. The north-west
direction covered Japan and short-path
Europe, north-east to WNE and south-east
to long-path Europe.

Everything went to plan. All flights were on
time, no luggage was lost, no excess
baggage charges were incurred, KLM and
Air Nauru looked after us just fine. Door to
door was nearly 48 hours, quite a few of
which were spent in airport restaurants and
bars, in transit. The take-off from Manila
was at 0245 hours local time from an
otherwise completely deserted airport.

Signals from Japan were loud on all bands,
of course, including 160 metres where we
could run pile-up-style. The path to USA is
much longer but is all sea-water, so it
provides good signals on all bands. The
USA sunrise produced good 160 metre

Air travel is always fun if you enjoy 'peoplewatching'. But these long flights and long
airport connections would have been boring
without the company of a good pal. It was
also a great chance to discuss detailed
20

on the other hand had taken a beam with
him l!!!! BUT he also used a commercial
multiband trapped dipole. (one idea for the
memory bank from Hans. If you are staying
in a hotel - ask for a room at the top of the
building. Tape the trapped dipole to the 10
metre fibreglass pole and from the bedroom
window project the pole outside - the whole
structure is very light and easily managed
giving you a dipole at a reasonable height
above ground!).

Based on the article in December 1984 QST
I made two traps one for 14 - the other for
10MHz. The 10MHz-trap former was easy standard 35mm white plastic pipe available
at most DIY stores. The 26mm needed for
the 14MHz was a little more difficult to find
BUT the ideal former is sold at
HOMEBASE as a '22mm Straight
Connector'! These were the recommended
diameters for maximum Q.
I found that the method of connecting the
coax described in the article VERY tricky
and finally settled by soldering the
connections to each end of the COAX coil
OUTSIDE the former and connecting it to
the bracing wire as shown in the article.
Tuning was done by a VERY LIGHTLY
coupled GDO and my receiver. The final
adjustment was made by spacing the turns
slightly and then taping the whole assembly
with self-amalgamating tape and rechecking resonance. These traps resonated at
14020 and 10105.

General comments from a number of
sources:Do not use a trapped inverted vee - you will
not be able to get it high enough (except
perhaps on 28MHz) and it does not appear
to be a very efficient radiator!
Take EVERYTHING to get the antenna
erected with you UNLESS YOU KNOW
THAT ITEMS YOU ARE LIKELY TO
NEED ARE AVAILABLE LOCALLY.
Trees are never planted where you want
them!

A two inch diameter wire ring on which was
threaded six brass couplers to attach the
radials. Soldered to this ring was the ' outer'
of the coax socket. The centre pin of the
socket had a short wire to attach the vertical
radiator.

Commercial trapped vertical antennas are
heavy to transport and ' homebrew' can be
more efficient.
Whatever antenna you settle for - take a
balun with you.

Just before I finished packing I had an email from G3SEK pointing out in one of the
REFLECTORS' that the telescopic fibre
glass poles had a tendency to collapse after
two days - the remedy is simple!! Use selfamalgamating tape round each section joint
- it will hold the pole in the extended
position AND when you take it off it comes
away cleanly without a sticky deposit.

Take a simple antenna tuner.
It was at this stage that I had a FAX from
my son saying that if I planned to put up a
vertical could I please ensure that the radials
were at least 7 feet above ground to enable
the dogs to freely roam round the garden and
allow us to use the swimming pool - if the
radials stretched as far as that !!!

Other essential equipment:

This was a family visit and DXing was not a
priority!!!. I therefore planned that operating
would only take place in the late evenings
after 2200 local - 2000GMT (everyone
seems to go to bed early - but are up at
0500). This schedule really governed the
bands I planned to use.

Power supply - I took along was one of the
new MFJ switched mode power supplies
giving up to 25 amps at 13.5 volts and
weighing only 3.7 pounds. The size was
5.75 x 4.5 x 6.0 inches.
Antenna Tuner -I took an MFJ 901B
antenna tuner - again a very light small item.

Now some decisions had to be taken - which
bands - I settled for 14, 10 and 7MHz.

Antenna Bridge - The Autek bridge was
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Ruben Kun, C21RK, we enjoyed dinner at
the Menen Hotel with Dumas/C21DD,
Darkie/C21DJ, John/C21JJ and
Norman/C2INJ (see photo). This gave me
the chance to personally thank Norman who
had somewhat unwittingly sparked off this
DXpedition. By strange coincidence I heard
Norman calling CQ on twenty metres CW
one morning and made contact, the very
night after Bob and I had decided to start
making enquiries about Nauru. As this was
my first C21 QSO in many years I took this
as a most favourable omen! My letter and
QSL card secured a prompt reply from
Norman putting me in e-mail contact with
Ruben and the Telecoms Director for our
licence applications. From then on
everything went smoothly. Thank you so
much, Norman, for your excellent service.

long journey home.

Thanks
Our sincere thanks to Ruben, C21RK, who
helped with advice before the trip, received
the airfreighted antennas, loaned us a linear
amplifier and antenna support-poles as well
as offering much hospitality. A local friend
can make a big difference to the success of a
DXpedition and on this trip it was Ruben.
We are also grateful to Criden Appi at
Nauru Telecoms for efficient issuing of our
transmitting licences and to the Hotel Od 'N
Aiwo who are accustomed these days to the
strange activities of visiting radio amateurs.
Also to Air Nauru for good service and cooperation with excess baggage. And to Bob,
G3ZEM/C21ZM, for helping me with this
article.

A second opportunity to get to know our
new friends better arrived when Ruben
kindly invited us to dinner at his home.
Following a tour of the mining area we
enjoyed good food and good company in the
shadow of Ruben's cubical quad until it was
time to head for the airport and the long,

It is always fun to be called by rare stations,
or should I say stations that feel rare to us at
home. This trip produced contacts with 3D2,
5W1, A35RK, FK/F8BBB, FOOMET,
FW5FN, KH4/IV3NVN, T3OR, V73GT - all
of which were very loud in Nauru!

73, CUAGN one day from somewhere rare!

Operating

Jahn Bazley, G3HCT
make!!
Before going any further with my plans I
wrote to Hermann, DJ2BW, to find out what
antennas he had taken on his recent trip and
any advice that he could offer. I had recently
met Hans, DF5UG, back from his trip to
9M8QQ - again I was interested to know
what antennas he had taken and ancillary
equipment. Finally a number of telephone
conversation with Bob - G3PJT.

The last time I operated from Botswana was
in 1985, during CQ Contest when both our
son and daughter were living and working
there. A lot has changed since then. Notices
are everywhere proclaiming Botswana as the
fastest growing world economy since
independence. Development is taking place
at a very rapid rate. Although it was only 18
months since we were last there the changes
were considerable around the capital
GABORONE.

My ideas began to crystallise!
I needed a telescopic fibreglass pole that
extended to 10m. I particularly liked the idea
of Hermann's to tape a vertical wire to the
pole and adjust the length for the various
bands up to 7MHz by plugs and sockets. For
3.5 and 1.8 he had used a similar pole with
an extension to get a little more height. Hans

On this visit my son was pressing hard for
me to operate from Botswana again. Having
acquired an ICOM 706 at the HF
Convention the decision was not too hard to
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times, 'tnx for new one' and 'best 73' and so
forth, all of which is very pleasant but does
slow the QSO rate. They also ask 'QSL
via?', 'when 80 metres?' and 'any SSB?'.
All that the DX station wants to hear is
'5NN' and any correction or completion of
the call-sign. Everything else slows down
the rate which not only reduces the number
of other stations that can make it in to the
log but also reduces the enjoyment for the
DXpeditioner. He, after all, has gone to
extreme lengths to go on the DXpedition
mostly for the thrill of running fast pile-ups.
In fact the pleasure of operating a
DXpedition is much reduced when working
Europe, compared to working other areas. It
seems that many stations in Europe call
when they are not copying the DX station
and then just keep calling. Perhaps some of
them cannot copy the high-speed CW, other
than their own call-sign, or are
inexperienced in other ways. Non-stop
calling is not an efficient way to break the
pile-up. Listening to the DX station is much
more likely'to succeed.

The long-path to Europe on 40 metres at our
sunset was impossible because the band was
filled with loud, non-amateur signals but
short-path signals were good at our sunrise.
We also suffered huge CB QRM on ten
metres whenever skip was right for southeast Asia. We especially noted that EA8
signals were loud, being multi-path close to
the antipodes from Nauru.

Finally, we are extremely grateful to the vast
majority of DXers who called us in such an
efficient manner, thereby helping to
maximise the number of contacts and the
fun for everyone.

BOTSWANA

BOTSWANA - a land-locked country, about
the size of France, having a population of
about 1.4 million, is considered the last
unspoilt part of Africa.

openings on two occasions, all the way from
VEI across to W6 during a four-hour
period. There were no 160m signals from
Europe and only a very few on 80. On ten
metres quite a few OH and SM stations
made it in to the log, but nothing from
further West. As so often, 30 metres was
found to be perhaps the most fascinating
band from the point of view of propagation.

However, there was also plenty of evidence
of intentional trouble-making. When
sending, for example, 'GO? 5NN' many
Europeans just keep calling. In a worst case
when a particular station is causing
continuous QRM and preventing copy of the
target station I would send a message
directly to him: (his call) is not GO pse
QRX' and he would reply 'SRI'. It seems
that he is indeed copying OK but is
choosing to ignore the DX station's
instructions in the hope that his selfish
behaviour will secure the contact. This
happens very frequently but serves merely to
slow everything down. Once locking on to a
part call-sign of a caller the DX station will
not pass on to another station until he is in
the log, so causing QRM on his listening
frequency does not help to get the QSO.

We made sure to operate on the frequencies
that we had publicised, those 'ending in 3'
(14023, 18073, 21023 etc). We always
listened for callers higher in frequency, up 1
- 4 kHz and made sure to identify our own
call-sign at least once per minute.
The pile-ups to USA on the higher bands
were a joy to experience, with QSO rates
reaching well over 200 per clock-hour. The
HF bands were quiet and the US operators
very brief. They know to call by sending
their call-sign only once and listening for the
DX station's reply before trying again. On
most occasions we were picking up a callsign in the pile-up the first time so the
European habit of sending the call twice
before listening slows down the rate
considerably.

There is no doubt that controlling the pileup on this expedition was far harder than on
any previous trip and I imagine that this was
because our signal was often weak,
especially on 40 metres. Notwithstanding

It is difficult to work more than 150 per hour
(on CW) with Europe simply because
European operators frequently send extra
traffic. This may be their call-sign several
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the beams and linears C21 is a long way
away from Europe. Apparently the jamming,
swearing and policemen on our TX
frequency was a major problem. On one
occasion a friend was trying to pass a QSP
from my family but fifteen minutes of
repeatedly asking everyone to QRX failed.
This was so very frustrating.

questions is one way to waste time. So often
pile-up operators are asked 'When 80
metres?', for example. Actually this is a
pointless question because the pile-up
operator is seldom working to an operating
schedule and can only give a general
answer. Similarly, "QSL via?' is
unnecessary. The information has almost
always been widely publicised in DX
newsletters, on the Internet etc. If the caller
really wants to hear the information sent by
the DX operator himself then he should
wait. Most DXpeditioners do send the QSL
route on-air from time to time.

The simple rules of calling DX stations in
pile-ups might be:
•

LISTEN to the DX station and follow
his instructions

•

Do NOT call unless you can copy him
(signal and CW speed)

•

Call ONLY when he is not transmitting
(full break-in is very useful)

•

Do not EVER transmit on the DX
frequency for any reason (when he is
operating split-frequency)

Finally, a time-waster is when QRP
operators send their call-sign with '/QRP'
added. Far from helping to get and complete
the contact this merely serves to reduce the
chances of the DX operator copying the
complete call-sign. The signal from a QRP
station is usually weak and it is common for
the DX operator to copy only a partial callsign and then to struggle for the rest of the
call. It often seems to happen that the letters
'QRP' are copied but not the call-sign
letters. If the QRP operator sends only his
call-sign letters three times instead of
sending his call-sign twice with '/QRP'
added then the same amount of time would
be used but with a much better chance of
completing the contact. Whilst stations
running extremely low power are to be
congratulated for their performance it
actually means nothing to the DX operator
whether the weak signal comes from one
watt into stacked beams or from a kilowatt
to an indoor dipole.

The vast majority of DXers who already
follow these 'rules' could help by translating
and publishing them in their local
magazines. Perhaps then some
inexperienced DXers will come to realise
what is expected of them. All European
DXers will benefit when expeditions then
spend more time choosing to work Europe
and more of them will get in to the log.
This problem is not exclusively European
but the lack of discipline is far greater than
from other areas of the world. Maybe it is
time that efforts are made to reduce the size
of the problem by educating the offenders.
The thrill of working rare DX will be
increased for all concerned.

QSLing

A final comment about operating might be
to suggest that everyone calling in pile-ups
should try to be absolutely as brief as
possible. The generally accepted
requirement for completion of a two-way
contact is the exchange of call-signs and a
report. Anything else is redundant and
merely uses up valuable time. The DX
operator is trying to work as many people as
possible. If callers are brief then more
DXers can get in to the log. Asking

Several hundred direct QSLs were already
awaiting our return home. Within just a few
weeks of the trip all received cards had been
answered and we now reply to those being
received within a day or two.
To provide this high level of QSL service
really only requires that sufficient priority be
given to the task. The time needs to be spent
doing the QSLing at some stage so it is only
a matter of whether it is done immediately
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or whether it is postponed until a later date.
This same comment applies to getting the
cards printed. We developed the layout and
artwork within the first few days back home
and our printer (Adur Village Press,
G4BUE) delivered the cards within just a
few days, for which we are very grateful.
Those DXpeditioners who cannot or will not
give sufficient priority to QSLing for
whatever reason should consider appointing
a QSL manager.

envelope should not be sealed right up to the
corners as they then take longer to open. It is
not necessary to inter-leave items, for
example dollar bills carefully and lovingly
folded into neat little corners of the reply
envelope. It takes longer to find and unfold
them. Please do not just send a reply label send an addressed envelope. And please
(especially those in USA) remember to add
your country as the last line of the address
on the reply envelope. If using pre-stamped
reply-envelopes try to be sure of being upto-date with postage rates. Again, precious
time is used when having to find the exact
stamps for the extra value that needs to be
added. I am keen to answer each QSL
request as quickly as possible so that
everyone is happy. Please help by
minimising mechanical handling time.

An additional innovation was that we
accepted e-mail requests for bureau replies.
We had offered this with 5V7A cards (CQ
WW CW contest) and it seemed to be
popular. Several hundred such requests have
been received since returning from Nauru
and much time and cost has been saved by
the other station not having to send his card
to us, as well as reducing the burden on the
QSL bureaux. Also, of course, our card will
reach its destination in only half the normal
time, being one-way QSLing. Send such
requests, with just your call-sign and QSO
details, to:

About Nauru
Nauru became the smallest republic in the
world when gaining independence in 1968.
This small island, circular and five miles in
diameter, is home to 6000 Nauruans, a
distinct race with its own language, and
some 3,000 immigrant workers employed in
phosphate mining. Lying in the doldrums,
the island has no fresh water, all water being
distilled from the sea. Being almost exactly
on the equator sunrise and sunset, at 7am
and 7pm, are at the same time all year round
and there are no seasons. The climate during
our stay was hot and humid, but not
unbearable as there was a constant Easterly
breeze, which also seemed to limit insects.

C21SX - g3sxw@compuserve.com
C2IZM - g3zem@btinternet.com
If you prefer to mail direct, addresses are:
C21SX, 7 Field Close, Chessington, Surrey,
KT9 2QD, England
C2IZM, Whitwell House, Whitwell-on-theHill, York, YO6 7.1.1, England
All the usual 'rules' about how to QSL are
very well-known but here are a couple of
extra detailed points. The DXpeditioner
returning home is faced with a big task. You
can make his task a little bit easier by
reducing mechanical time handling your
card. Remember that each of the hundreds
or thousands of envelopes needs to be
processed carefully to avoid mistakes but
also quickly so that there still remains some
time to sleep and be with the family. Of
course staples and adhesive tape should
never be used as they consume many extra
precious seconds to undo. Your mailing

The island's income is derived from
phosphates, which is extracted from
between the coral pinnacles that cover the
island. The population mostly lives near the
shoreline and the centre of the island has all
been dug up and resembles a moonscape.
Our good wishes go to the Nauruans for the
future as the phosphates are now almost
exhausted and a replacement source of
revenue is urgently needed.
Our C21 Friends
During our stay we were delighted to meet
several C21 radio amateurs. Along with
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5Z41.1 DXpedition to Lamu Is.

Bob, C21ZM/G3ZEM, runs the pile-ups

"Who is this?"

Your Chairman offers a bottle of wine to the first member who correctly answers the
following questions: Who is this? What was his call at the time? What is his current call?
Answers by any mode please.

IV

The 5Z4LI team: L to R: John G3WGV, Jim G3RTE,
Bob 5Z4RL, Phil G3SWH and Ted 5Z4NU

The antenna farm at 5Z4LI

C21SX/C21ZM DXpedition to Nauru

Phil G3SWH - Guilty, caught on SSB!
The C21SX/C21ZM antenna farm

Lamu Town waterfront

Roger, C21SX/G3SXW, celebrating his 10,000th QSO!

